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Abstract 

Set within a post-modern collaborative arts-based inquiry into the unfolding process of             

portraiture, my research assumes an emergent highly engaging participatory approach for      

experiential and phenomenological ways of knowing. Beyond the traditional passive approach 

for portraiture (of artist declaring sole expression by sight and ability alone), my inclusive    

therapeutic model identifies the intersubjective relational aesthetic of shared understandings. 

For genuine empathic social connections, the gaze of recognition and identity affirming         

experiences are explored through a creative multimodal and multisensory approach. 

 

My methodology follows Heron and Reason’s (1997) participatory paradigm of the four ways 

of knowing (experiential, presentational, propositional, and practical ways of knowing), and is     

supported by Allen (2004) and Lett’s (2011) understanding of the multi-modal arts-based        

research paradigm for emergent, reflexive and reflective ways of knowing. These                   

methodologies carry similar notions of an integrated and flowing methodological, axiological, 

epistemological and ontological approach for qualitative research.  

 

My art studio becomes the setting where seven participants (including myself) participate in       

co-constructive and co-creative ways. Our conversational interviews open an embodied        

imaginative framework for self discovery and meaning through co-action, where significant    

moments unfold the various layers of meaning that support our experience. Thus we are        

represented in a multilayered perspective that naturally develops over time, through our        

portraits-in-process.  

 

The layout of my dissertation is arranged in three parts. The first introduces my methodology 

and methods. The second part presents all seven portraits exploring meaning through                   

co-creation. The third section attends to the multidimensional analysis, which leads to the 

fourth section of the findings, relating literature from the fields of arts and arts therapy. This 

section also addresses the implications for personal and social effects, and the limitations of my 

research design. Additional support material for my exhibition and public interaction is on the 

attached DVD. 
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Except where reference is made in the text, this work       
contains no material published elsewhere or extracted in 
whole or in part from a work for the award of any other     
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SLIGHT DEVIATIONS FROM APA FORMAT: 

Creative declaration 

I have chosen to use Australian spelling for my writing to honour my 
origins. 

I have chosen to present my writing in a  creative way that unites     
image with the text. 

I have chosen to creatively present this book in landscape orientation 
to accommodate the  extended process of  emergence in the art    
making and of our portraits-in-process. This naturally  affects the     
format and layout of my written work. 

I have chosen to write more than the 40,000 words for my exegesis    
as I believe the word limit for an exegesis restricts me as author to 
explicate my collection, analysis  and  the findings of my data. I have 
made sub-points below to substantiate this position... 

We are all researchers spending a great amount of time          
gathering our data to make sense of it. While the image           
understandably carries ’word-weight’ in a thesis, clarity for       
aspects around the what, how or why of artistic process I          
believe, often projects more questions rather than answers. I 
hope to expel this by ensuring I have thoroughly explicated my 
understandings in the text as any other qualitative post-modern 
researcher has an opportunity to do. 

Limiting the artist in word count reduces the artist’s opportunity 
and authority to thoroughly and fairly explore their creative    
development, which I believe is the grounds for such innovative 
research. After all, the exegesis articulate s the artwork. 

To get public exposure for my research work, my submission for 
exhibition hinged on a reasonable supply of artwork to hang. 
One or two in-depth portrait studies by a 2-dimensional artist 
seemed inadequate or unjustified in the realms of public          
presentation. Therefore, I completed 7 individual portrait         
inquires to show difference in the emergence of knowing our 
selves and our identity through lived experience. 

The timing of my exhibition did not line up with me finishing the 
written component of my research, therefore examination of my 
thesis is weighed on what is presented in my book rather than 
attending the exhibition in person. Additionally, I did not want to 
rush the written component just to meet the exhibition date—— 
a sacrifice I was not prepared to take. 

I am available for discussion via email: raeleanhall@hotmail.com   
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PART A 
Introduction to the research,  
methodology and methods... 



CHAPTER 1— Relational portraiture 
 

A relational engagement for portraiture 

As I place emphasis on the relational intersubjective space between    

artist, participant and artwork in portraiture, I invite you, the reader, to 

also participate and to consider this as a new expression of vitality       

portraiture. The invitation is also made to engage in a close encounter of 

experiential and phenomenological ways of meeting the participant and 

me in our stories. Set within a creative-social-therapeutic alliance, our 

multimodal arts-based inquiry provides a meeting space of reflective and 

reflexive ways of shared expressions and understandings, showing   

emergent arts practice through my empathic attunement as artist, 

therapist and researcher.  

During our interactive dialogues I seek inspiration through authentic 

creative explorations and art-making, and attempt to convey this 

through the unfolding portrait as a carrier of our shared meanings. In the 

nature and essence of who we are, we search for what Jones (2012) calls 

‘identity affirming’ aspects of relational being, and acknowledge and   

recognise our socially co-constructed stories in the seeing, hearing and 

feeling of embodied knowing (p. 176). As we explore creative expression, 

we have an opportunity to identify and value our patterns of interbeing 

(Hanh, 1987; Thompson, 1999).  

Each portrait-in-process is a result of a co-created multimodal and   

therapeutic inquiry through a Participatory Inquiry of experiential,       

presentational, propositional and practical ways of knowing (Heron & 

Reason, 1997). Inspired by Miecat’s experiential and multimodal form of 

inquiry, I actively participate in my creative arts practice to form meaning 

(Lett, 2011). Noting the creative eclectic nature of the bricolage approach 

for multidimensional  research, as proposed by Denzin and Lincoln 

(2008), Kincheloe (2005) and Lett (2011), I synthesise theory and practice 

by showing how the artwork, process and commentary are equally        

positioned to inform this research. Like Scott-Hoy (2003), I search for an 

evocative artistic account for revealing our lived experience through    

expressive dialogues, art making and portrait painting. Similar to Scott-

Hoy’s research, I  also want to substantiate an active engagement for 

retelling or envisioning our evocative stories through representation, 

where process and product are interwoven in and from the collaborative 

understandings of intersubjectivity.    

During our intersubjective encounters, I also hold the core values of    

offering genuine empathic reflection and reflexivity to purposefully and 

energetically engage with my participants, moment to moment.          

Inspired by the writings of Allen (2004), Crossley (2006) and Finlay (2005, 

2008), Lett (2011), and Leary, Minichiello and Kottler (2009), I enact the 

following values of ‘optimal intersubjectivity’, ‘relational inter-

subjectivity’, ‘reflexive embodiment’, ‘content in process’ and ‘radical 

intersubjectivity’ respectively. These intersubjective positions embrace 

the multifaceted exchange for our ontological, epistemological and    

axiological ways of being (Allen, 2004; Lett, 2011, 2012). 

My research brings forth an inclusive model for valuing the creative voice 

of both sitter and artist. Beyond my immediate capacity to see and my 

technical ability for representing the sitter through my experience,            

I offer an active, imaginative, and collaborative portrait-making study 

that values the fundamental human urge to connect and create. In our 

dialogical co-creative and co-constructive process we seek under-

standing of who we are, and what we might become, which requires a 

joint authorship based around a critical discourse as Leavy (2009) states, 

1 

“Unfolding the process of portraiture: a collaboration between artist and participant” 



where we must consider “...related issues and practices such as voice, 

authority, disclosure, representation, and reflexivity” (p. 7) to illustrate 

our epistemological position. Moreover, Leavy takes note of authors 

Haraway and Harding, who uphold research as an act of discovery not 

through justification, rather via mutual imaginative truths that come 

from our intersubjective exchange. Chapman (2007), Hill (2005),           

Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis (1997), Leavy (2009), Matthias & Petchauer 

(2012), Moja-Strasser (1996) and Scoot Hoy & Ellis (2004) all listen for 

highly interactive verbalised stories when researching identity and       

portraiture. Similarly, I hope to illuminate the involving and unique rela-

tional  encounter through a creative, dynamic and interactive approach. 

A turning point for my research... 

A turning point that orientated me to this research topic occurred in 

2003, after painting and receiving an award for a portrait of the local 

Mayor. I realised that during the process of painting this work I had felt 

strangely absent. I had been caught up in worrying about the impact of 

me taking time to paint his portrait (during live sittings), knowing that 

the Mayor was incredibly busy. I was so intent on the technical aspects of 

capturing a good likeness that I disregarded the relationship between us, 

which I now believe is so important. The idea that I would paint his       

portrait on location at his office was a challenge for me. As I walked in, 

easel and paints in hand, I noticed the concern and disapproving glances 

of many of the council office workers. Affected by the workers presence 

and my perceived sense that they were perhaps questioning my         

presence, I felt as if I was wasting the Mayor’s valuable time while      

painting his portrait during his work hours.  

As I felt affected by my own sense of intrusion of what could be             

perceived as an apparent time-wasting affair, I believe I missed an        

opportunity to really make an authentic connection with my sitter, 

which I now consider essential for genuine portraiture. While I can recall 

the judge’s comment that I had captured a good likeness of my sitter, I 

still felt little resonance in our portrait sitting. By relying on technical 

ability and my preconceived notions of what the Mayor or audience 

might expect I ignored the essential qualities that can be gained from a 

creative intersubjective encounter.   

In the absence of being relationally present for the Mayor’s portrait, I 

have turned towards the bricolage approach described by Kincheloe 

(2005) where the creative researcher might “...seek to identify what is 

absent in particular situations” (p. 345). Clearly the emotional inter-

subjective resonance or the hard to define quality of vitality present in 

the best of portraiture was missing. In effect, the aim of my research   

was guided by relational sensitivity, where I experientially attended to 

the artistic and therapeutic happenings between us, to capture some-

thing meaningful in the process of painting with and for each other. In 

other words, I searched for an expressed vitality in our shared experience 

that came from reflexivity (May & Perry, 2011). 

Significant to my research, the pre-reflective process of experiential 

knowings which move into more apparent presentational knowing,     

became of great interest to me. For greater transparency, I have brought 

to the surface the not-quite-known aspects found within our social inter-

actions. Kincheloe sees these as lost “...dismissed, deleted, and covered 

up” (p. 346) aspects of our lived experience. In this way, I have revealed 

more of our embodied knowings by uncovering unexpressed dimensions 

that may have previously escaped my attention. These missing or       

concealed aspects can be found in the recorded visual layers of our      

portraits, which capture something in the essence of our collaborative 
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exchange. Ultimately, I hoped to embrace the uncertainty and accept 

the tides of change in the unknown (Allen, 2004; Lett, 2011; Jeffers, 2003).  

The starting point – being lost... 

The timeliness of starting my research was important as I unofficially  

began with my own self-portrait through a need for me to make some 

meaning of the grief I was experiencing. In 2008, the first year of my    

Professional Doctorate research, I lost my mother to cancer. I was so 

fully immersed in my grief and despair, and I felt I had no real direction in 

my doctorate. I of course became further confused and uncertain of my 

intention to carry out a major research project, where I doubted myself 

on many levels. Fortunately one year later, I serendipitously found       

myself in the work differently. By painting my own portrait I began to 

locate parts of me that felt missing and through this venture, I felt the 

reconnection for my work in art and therapy. Getting lost is part of the 

journey says Lather (2007). The experience of being lost and found in my 

grief brought a timely reminder to search for a deeper exchange of 

meaning through participation, to locate us in the work together.  

Other portraits... 

Ambiguity and uncertainty tended to be the starting point for each    

painting. Dialogically driven, our conversational interviews were the     

starting blocks to my research. Over a space of one year, I systematically           

recruited six participants for my research, explaining to them that this 

research would be different to formal portraiture, as I would be inquiring 

into their lived experience to gain new ways for artistic expression. They 

were informed of the interactive nature of the work, and that their     

creative contribution through story and art making, would deepen our 

inquiry. While each interview occurred within a one and a half hour block, 

the timing and action to create each portrait varied in approach, applica-

tion, timing and outcome. Some   portraits were initiated days or weeks 

after our initial conversation. Inspiration, incubation and completion 

ranged from one to two years. Originally I had intended to complete 

each portrait over a four to six week period, however as I immersed into 

the creative process, I discovered the extended time frame for each    

portrait allowed emergent  material to arise in a natural yet purposeful 

way. This unexpected time delay in the creation of each portrait allowed 

me to include newly discovered aspects or aesthetic qualities into the 

artwork to resonate with our  intersubjective experience. 

Some portraits took longer than others because of unpredictable         

circumstances that kept me from starting or continuing the work. In  

general, work, family, social engagements and health reasons often 

separated me from being fully engaged in the creative process. Some 

portraits were started quickly, while others were delayed. Occasionally    

I felt stuck in creative direction, while other portraits quickly took form.   

I realised during the making of each work, that the changeable nature of 

creating was not as easily distinguished nor controllable. I followed 

McNiff’s (1998b) counsel that we must “...trust the process” (p. 5) as we 

unfold the artwork.  

Unlike traditional ‘live’ portrait sittings, for several reasons detailed     

below, I had chosen to paint the participant’s portrait after our  meeting, 

where I was alone in my studio and present to significant moments in 

our dialogue. In this way, I could immerse in the data (of notes and      

artwork) to expand each portrait inquiry. I relied on the resonant key 

words I had jotted down during the interview, our joint artmaking, and 

photographs that were taken at the end of our meeting that captured 

something meaningfully felt by the participant.  
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By painting the portraits after the interviews, distraction seemed to be 

lessoned, allowing me to firstly attend to the emotional, embodied inter-

actions that occurred between us, during dialogues and artmaking to 

find shared resonance and meaning. From my previous experience of 

painting in the presence of others, my attention seemed to become 

somewhat divided as I simultaneously talked while painting. I  became 

more silent in the process, and our conversations generalised as I          

sustained my attention towards the act of painting. When I painted a 

portrait live, most of my focus went directly to the act of painting, mixing 

the colours, choosing and using tools to create the work, which resulted 

in a lack of engagement due to my divided attention. I was also aware 

that a general chat (often occurring in a traditional portrait setting) was 

less likely to bring us closer in emotional understanding. 

Secondly, while alone in my studio I had an opportunity to remain        

attentive to my artmaking so that I could reflectively and reflexively    

record how I handled the content, materials, mediums and tools. I also 

had the freedom to make changes with less distraction, along with the 

freedom to rest or stop during moments of uncertainty. That is, when 

the direction of the work was in question, I could leave it, indwell some 

more and see where the artwork would take me. My sustained attention 

honoured our relational encounter in order to discover that the ‘content 

is in the process’ (Lett, 2011, p. 271). 

Thirdly, and probably the most significant reason to paint after our       

portrait interviews, is that I felt very uncomfortable making the sitter 

(participant) still pose for long periods of time, especially when a photo 

could easily meet the purpose of our research. I found the whole           

experience of a traditional portrait sitting oddly or unnecessarily staged, 

thus lacking in relationally vitality. The uneasiness I had previously        

experience while attending to my sitter and the painting simultaneously, 

during an extended ‘fixed’ pose seemed somewhat off-putting (for      

myself and sitter), and that qualities of feeling seemed to diminish in this 

pro-longed gaze upon the sitter’s physical form. Ultimately, it was the 

vitality of our dialogical exchange that held my interest, bringing our 

imaginative intersubjective worlds into play. Motion and emotional were 

important aspects I sought to filter into our work. 

Being less directive and more emergent, possibilities in our therapeutic 

portraiture occurred. Seemingly random yet clearly significant aspects 

infused into our portraits, assuming intriguing developments of             

experiential connections. As inspiration arrived when I least expected, I 

went with the flow and included materials which may have been missed 

by me in a more hurried or distracted process. Most of the portraits have                

inadvertently become 3-dimensional due to the layers and depth of 

meaning becoming apparent as the developing artwork took shape and 

form. 

Timeframes... 

Timeframes varied in the making of these portraits due to general         

interruptions (as stated earlier) regarding work and family                      

commitments, studio renovations, social events, holidays, high or low 

energy levels, illness, and other contributing factors. Navigating in and 

around these distractions, I enjoyed the lingering as a meaningful        

endeavour, where the evolving portrait announced forgotten or missed 

qualities that honoured our collaborative exchange. In most cases, the 

inquiries had taken much longer than I originally intended. With integrity 

and honesty I tried to define the difficulties in carrying this emergent 

research forward, yet I also realised I had to honour the unpredictable 

nature of this experiential therapeutic work. 
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On the basis of Lett’s (2011) understanding in how we depth our            

material, our timeliness of creating signifies a commitment of intuitive 

resonance, to bring about a deeply informed experience that is rarely 

accidental, but rather comes as a presence or felt sense from an           in-

formed way of knowing. All this was generated in time and in newness of 

understanding. Temporal in nature, our research embraced Allen’s       

understanding of timeliness where “...temporal and spatial references 

are intertwined in our representations of experiences of inter-

subjectivity” (p. 25). As Allen suggests, we need to waver between       

continuity and disjuncture, slowly embracing meaningfulness through 

imaginative re-constructions of our joint narratives.   

To reinforce the emergence and the reflexive and reflective nature of our 

creative explorations for meaning making, Lett (1998, 2001, 2011, 2012) 

reminds us that the element of surprise comes from the lessening of   

control—to be reflexive of our creative therapeutic process. I sought    

liberation in trying not to control the artmaking process, while taking the 

time to indulge in what Lett (2011) describes as an awareness of the     

embodied “…flow of energy and feeling…beyond talking…into the       

experiencing of being in and with the phenomena” (p. 273).  

There was also the issue of accepting what presents and trusting the 

work will unfold over time (Weiser Cornwell, 2005). McNiff’s (1992, 1998b, 

2003, 2004) contribution to the field of art therapy aligns art therapists to     

authentically meet ourselves within the creative process. The trust I have 

gained in allowing the art making process to naturally unfold in good 

time honoured what was relative to our exchange. What was strongly 

felt and acknowledged came from our genuine interrelatedness and our 

presence in the process (Lett, 2011). Reason (1998) rightly informs us to 

engage with people not on people (also see Heron & Bradbury, 2001).  

During the development of each portrait, I received connecting             

responses by my peers which significantly affected my timing and         

decision making, yet I realised these empathic responses enhanced the 

relational component of our creative therapeutic work. As you will see in 

the research inquiries presented in chapters six to twelve, these            

empathic intersubjective responses tapped into new ways of experiential 

understandings. For greater vigor, these responses heightened my      

reflexivity and accentuated transparency. 

By reviewing my personal inspirations and motivations through external 

peer group interactions, I fundamentally embraced Leary, Minichiello 

and Kottler’s (2009) notion of reflexivity, which positions me qualitatively 

in my research. These authors call for an earnest, intensive yet sensitive 

mode of self awareness that delves into the emotional  intricacies of   

relational research.  This ‘radical reflexivity’ tunes into our “...own active 

contribution to the process of experience that is being generated within 

the research”...and effectively secures “...crucial and formative experi-

ences in the life of any qualitative researcher” (p. 54). 

Over time, the depth of reflexive meaning became apparent in the       

unfolding layers of the artwork. For a different perspective my peers and              

supervisor thoughtfully and sensitively engaged with me to extend my 

research, enriching and sometimes challenging my quest to be present 

to the material and artistic direction.   

Coming closer to the sitter... 

Our experiential portraiture marks a departure from the traditional     

setting of portrait painting that conventionally distances the artist, sitter 

and viewer. Calling for an active engagement of shared dialogues and   

co-created points of view, I replaced the long-standing tradition of the 
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pro-longed gaze directed at a remote sitter, by introducing a lively      

multidimensional and therapeutic space of reflective and reflexive      

happenings. The close proximity of bodies in conversations and art   

making promotes spontaneous, innovative and relational ways of        

amplifying experience and meaning making. In this way, I invited a 

‘sitting’ that promotes vitality in shared resonance: in which the sitting 

promoted a personalised, collaborative account of mental, physical, 

emotional and spiritual communications. Hence, the sitter participated 

in a way that illuminates identity through relationship. 

This proximity can be likened to what Allen (2004) calls the interplay of 

‘We-ness’ (p. 31), where we meet and respond intersubjectively. Taken 

from Crossley’s (1996) understandings of ‘radical intersubjectivity’, Allen 

(2004) clarifies how our collaborative stance of we-ness can be defined as 

an ontological and epistemological position counting not on “...material 

substance but more a web of interactions” (p. 31). Thus, our interactive 

sittings reveal our collaborative position.  

With the intention of reaching beyond the scholarly community I          

presented our portraits for exhibition in a regional public gallery,          

engaging with the public through floor talks, and a professional develop-

ment workshop for artists and art therapists. During our exhibition I 

guided a thoughtful presentation of how co-created and co-constructed 

artistic and therapeutic processes illuminate the way we may find mean-

ing to our lived experience and identity for portraiture. 

My process and how I begin... 

Our conversational interviews sparked imaginative insights for  valuing 

identity through co-creation and co-construction and thereafter, I began 

each artwork by immersing into significant moments we shared, made a  

revision of my briefly scribbled notes (of our conversations), and          

considered our felt sensing during the talking and artmaking. For         

example in Jean’s, Graham’s and Natalie’s portraits, I initially created 

digital images using Adobe Photoshop so that interesting visual            

narratives could somehow mirror their complex stories. Guided             

differently, Sharon’s, Lisa’s and my portrait were created without digital 

imagery, rather with more spontaneity in approach and application, 

which worked well for the purpose of capturing a felt sense of things. 

After I had created a digital image or had grasped the beginnings for 

each portrait, I chose a canvas that felt right in size and shape, and 

started with the under-layers which often signified the not-quite-known. 

With spontaneity and connectedness to the participant’s story, I allowed 

this uncertainty to be present in the beginning, and slowly over time, I 

built each layer as a tentative supposition that touched on the evocative 

qualities of our felt exchange. My selection of materials, mediums,     

techniques, and applications for each portrait signified relevant             

moments of our inquiries. Multimodally, each portrait carried a different 

story, employing different expressions to substantiate meaning.  

To validate our current understanding of what seems to matter most, 

each tentatively finished portrait presents “... a creative whole or        

synthesis” (Lett, 2011, p. 25) to acknowledge ‘lived patterns’ of our      

experience. In this way, the painting process carries our resonant inter-

subjectivities into visual form to relay meaningful connections or 

‘temporary approximations to meaning’ (pp. 14, 178, 179, 287).  

Participation: a collaborative multimodal inquiry...  

Art requires participation (Heron & Bradbury, 2001). Immersed in a       

receptive flowing and fusing process, I hoped to reinforce the active 
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stance we took in our art making, and to value what Merleau-Ponty (in 

Madison, 1981) calls ‘ontological resonance’ (p. 7) — of being in our world 

and being in our work. According to Gettings (1965), “art is of more value 

for the way it improves the mind and sensibilities than for its end        

product” (p. 7), for a work of art records experiential  understandings and 

visual awareness seen in both the inner and outer world of realities. My 

work hinges on writings by authors who talk of  the fundamental human 

urge to create—in which art making helps find meaning (Berger, 2003; 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Dewey, 2005; Dutton, 2010; Gettings, 1965; Hick-

man, 2010; Lett, 2010; McNiff,1998a, 1998b; Stern, 2010).  

 

We engaged in a collaborative multimodal approach in search of identity 

using the MIECAT form of Inquiry (Lett, 2011). We were interested in the 

emergent flowing nature of the phenomenological and experiential    

inquiry, in which Lett says, we view our world through many “...‘modes’ 

or ways of knowing” (p. 1) that are “...held visually – kinaesthetically – 

through embodied felt sensing, through emotion, through vocalisation, 

verbalisation, embodied movement and dramatic enactment” (p. 1). 

There were many examples of multimodal experiencing presented in our 

portrait inquiries, however I would like to offer two simple instances to 

align the reader.  

 

The first instance comes from Natalie’s inquiry, where I noticed her 

hands moved in an energetic and circular motion emphasising her         

story. The swirling and looping in Natalie’s portrait evocatively captured 

similar movements and expressive qualities of two opposing forces being       

present in her life for which she desired peace and release. Another      

instance was the gentle way Jean held a large seed pod while exploring 

her need for self-nurturing. At the time, Jean touched an emotional     

cord in the way of holding, promoting further understanding as we      

inquired further into the qualities of her handling, being held, and the 

various ways of holding. Hands holding became a focal point for my own 

self-reflexive inquiry into holding the therapeutic space together. 

 

These examples and many more to come, indicate the pre-verbal and 

pre-reflective qualities of communication, where, we carried as Lett 

says, an “...embodied energy, feeling and emotion” via  expressive intent 

such as a groan, sigh, giggle, squint, nervous cough, flinch or pause. As 

we noticed our multimodal forms of expression, we sought to further 

represent potential knowing through various multimodal art forms via 

verbal expressions, myth, metaphor, drawing, painting, movement,   

music and poetry. Deepening our construction for meaning, this            

integration of felt resonance with material forming enhanced our       

epistemological position in understanding our patterns of being (Lett).  

With adaptability and affinity toward the emergent material, our          

resourceful and active engagements came through a bricolage (eclectic) 

approach, which encouraged openness for imaginative dialogues and co

-creations to   support our intersubjective perspectives (Kincheloe, 2005). 

 

Quite often our conversations expanded (in thought and feeling) and 

then narrowed down to a point or focus that defined something quite 

significant to the participant’s valued way of being. Our fluctuating     

conversations during our interviews oscillated in known and not-quite-

known ways of being, extending and condensing meaning to locate the 

aesthetic rightness of fit. For greater participation, Marvasti (2004)      

explores how the spontaneous in-depth interview produces more        

authentic driven data, delving deeper into realms of self and other. At 

times, hidden perspectives were revealed to expand our worldview.   
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Marvasti claims in-depth interviewing “…can and should be mutually 

beneficial to the subject and researcher” (p. 21), where the researcher 

enquires into the hidden emotional dimension of the participant’s world, 

creatively uncovering the untapped emotional perspectives and patterns 

of their own being.  Marvasti sees the potential and complexities of         

in-depth interviewing as an “…emotionally charged atmosphere” (p. 22) 

that delivers a multiperspectival approach towards social understanding. 

Often, our self-disclosures validated our position, valuing the hidden  

dimensions to be recognised in our worldview. 

Spatiality of our relational inquiry: significance of space, place and 

movement in the intersubjective engagement... 

Our conversations started with an open-ended interview in a small art 

therapy room. We sat in close proximity as we engaged in conversation 

and art making. As we sensed the emotional embodied nature of our   

experience, we focused on sense and action through phenomenological 

embodied knowing to expand our multimodal expressions. These        

moments of personal relevance anchored us in our worlds, and were 

similarly aligned to that of what Merleau-Ponty calls ‘relativity of                             

motion’ (Holenstein, 1999) where , 

We obtain our position before we have had the opportunity 

to get a grasp of ourselves and our psychic abilities. It is    

assigned by a world that constitutes itself in our                

sense-perception... [and] …it is congealed and crystallized… 

in the living formation of our sensual affections (p. 66). 

This notion presented by Merleau-Ponty echoes the Gebserian approach 

offered by Bernie Neville (in Allen, 2004), in which the intersubjective   

inquiry reaches into the temporality of experience, where we go beyond 

our physical reality, seeking extra-sensory vision to become more        

permeable or ‘aperspectival’ (p. 30). According to Allen’s understanding 

of the Gebserian approach, aperspectival experience is a temporal       

spatial account that shifts us into realms of ‘telepresence’ or imaginative 

teleportation to explore new ways of projecting and communicating our 

visions during intersubjective encounters. 

As we searched for sense-laden moments that were teleologically 

grasped, we considered our personal needs, interests, and attitudes that 

were relative yet sometimes unstable and polyvalent (Holenstein, 1999). 

We embodied the physical space to support telepresence, and found 

more concrete material examples to illuminate our imaginative vision. 

Through the physical activation of presence (nearness), of being ready-

to-hand as suggested by Dewey (2005) and Holenstein (1999), we 

merged our imaginative and concrete worlds by culminating a final   

creative synthesis that acknowledged our relational position. 

Kirby (1996) asks us to consider the spatial relations of how we relate in 

and through our social and material worlds to alleviate alienation and 

opposition. By occupying the mental, physical and emotional position of 

the other in our inquiry, she informs us that we intersubjectively 

“...become active participants in a dialectic of knowledge based on      

mutuality, tenderness and solicitousness” (p. 107). Thus, empathy,      

receptivity and presence were embedded in my research for greater      

affiliation. I also considered Van Manen’s (2008) understanding of the 

need for ‘sensitivity and tact’ (p. 15) which comes from the heighted  

ability to read multiple cues for greater receptivity. 

It was intended that our engagement of space for portraiture was 

equally considered through psychological, physical and cultural ways of 
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being. Psychologically, we inhabited a space both internally and            

externally by attending to our felt sensing (as proposed by Gendlin, 1981, 

1996), and also by attending to how our bodies responded to the psycho-

logical space of others. Phenomenologically and experientially, we       

orientated ourselves pre-reflexively and knowingly in our immediate  

environment with intuitive, emotional, cognitive, embodied and spiritual 

resonance (Lett, 2011). While we could not remain present to everything, 

we opened ourselves to aspects not-quite-known for a clearer sense of 

identity. 

The notion of the gaze – and how I subvert this... 

A positive sense of identity was found through our mutual gaze which 

offered a bonding process of meeting the other (Smith, 2008). We moved 

away  from  what  Raithel  (2000)  calls  the   “...fixed  notions  of  identity”  

(p. 10) by acknowledging the inclusive experiential position from which 

we see, hear and feel ourselves in relation to others and our world. Thus, 

our gaze was fundamentally empathic and served to compassionately 

and emergently examine the complex layers of our interpersonal world 

(Franklin, 2012). My objective was to honour the relational continuity of 

our mutual search for meaning, rather than be limited with narrow or 

fixed perspectives of sight alone (Franklin).  

 

Moving beyond the ‘stage setting’ of traditional portraiture, we sat closer 

with approximately one metre between us, and relied on emotion and 

motion to capture what passed between us. Our closeness enhanced the 

interjacency of conversation and artmaking. The ‘prolonged gaze’ or 

physical scrutiny of traditional portraiture, was substituted with what 

Heron (1970) describes as “shorter glances usually associated with verbal 

interchange” (p. 248). Usually set at a distance, traditional portraiture 

requires the sitter to pose for extended periods in often tiring and         

uncomfortable positions, however in my research, we chose to increase 

the vitality of ourselves in the work by actively and closely engaging in a 

co-created collaborative portrait inquiry for meaning making. We were 

moving beings ready to express ourselves multimodally.  

To alleviate the restrained or devitalised act of traditional portraiture, at 

the end of our interactive sitting I took spontaneous photographs that 

acknowledged the participant’s new position of knowing themselves in 

their story. Rather than set an objectifying gaze on my sitter’s physical 

form, I chose to paint the participant’s portrait from multiple                 

perspectives (verbal and visual data) to achieve a greater sense of       

phenomenological and experiential connections. This multiple view    

considered various elements of our physical lived experience, along with 

psychological, spiritual and cultural understandings.  The visual likeness 

of the participant was peripheral to the experience of being with them—

thus our gaze was directed towards intrinsic knowings.  

We held our gaze briefly during significant moments to connect and   

explore our inner worlds of knowing and being. The quality of our mutual 

gaze was reciprocated with self-awareness and awareness of other, as 

we reinforced our relational position of being seen, heard and felt. We 

affirmed our position with reflexive empathy and positive regard. Open 

to the encounter, our gaze extended in visceral moments to enter our 

personal worldviews (Smith, 2008).  We embraced the ‘touchy-feely’ —

not just the look and see approach (Crang, 2003). 

Self-portraiture according to Weiser (in Smith) presents an opportunity 

“…to see ourselves from the outside, as others see us” (p. 17, my            

emphasis). We accentuated the significance of seeing and being seen 

during our portrait inquiries, where we unravelled the intangible to feel 
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tangible—to be moved from a place of hiding to a place of being seen.  

How we chose to engage in being seen was individual for each               

participant. In different ways, we either slowly or quickly unravelled our 

layered selves, revealing our voice of layered meanings. The therapeutic 

gaze became a significant factor for authentic recognition. 

Exhibiting the layers: process alongside product...  

The purpose of revealing the layers of the artistic process alongside the 

finished artwork was to invite the viewer into our world of sensing: to 

sense what came before and what came after. Our portraits showed             

transformation in “...creating and becoming” (Krausz, 2007, p. 97). 

In the continuous shifting nature of therapeutic relations, these visual 

layers paralleled our intersubjectivities, validating our voices and visions 

in emotional, intellectual, and embodied understandings. I hoped to 

show the reader and viewer how significant the layers have become to 

the overall effect of the finished portrait, and that experientially and  

phenomenologically, we were affectively and effectively shaped by the 

emergence of our understandings. Our portraits carried what Guattari 

(2006) calls ‘chaosmosis’ where “...art is a process of ‘becoming’” (p. 79) — 

fabricated in the social world of crystallised intersubjectivities through 

sense and change.  

Each visual image supported and re-contextualised our experiences of    

linguistic or embodied qualities that arose from our conversations and 

artmaking. As we considered our personal narratives (expressed through 

voice, story, myth, metaphor), we inhabited an intersubjective world of 

imaginative possibilities. Our visually telling layers attributed to our             

verbalised layers of experiential meaning. Finlay (2005) calls this            

empathic practice, the “...layered understanding of reflexive embodied 

empathy” (p. 273), where we have a chance to intimately connect to the 

“...Other’s Embodiment....to touch and be touched...” (p. 279) as a way 

of recognising the participant in their experiencing. Examples for         

empathic reflexivity were heightened when we felt vulnerability around 

our experiences that spoke of rejection, suppression, loss or threat, 

which became layered into the work to honour what passed between us. 

Complimenting our finished portraits, I hand wrote meaningful text on 

the walls with graphite, offering a discourse in meaning between the 

gaps not-quite–known. Perhaps these spaces between our layered 

paintings suggested gaps unsaid... gaps I didn’t notice... or gaps that 

were felt yet could not be fully explored due to the impossible task of 

putting it all on canvas. The gaps could also be spaces of hesitation… 

waiting… prolonging… longing… or belonging, where our conversations 

filled the gaps. 

Transformatively, these layers merged our epistemological, ontological 

and axiological ways to value our existence. Multidimensionally, our   

dialogical exchange brought inspiration and vision into meaning—over 

time and space. These layers also revealed the nuance of experiential 

meaning, as Kirby (1996) states, the ‘text-ures’ between us, to                

materialise our ‘texts’ into visual form (pp. 109, 111). Kirby notes how 

language structures our spatial position, by multimodally and              

imaginatively revealing our sense of being. In our research, we               

attempted to capture our position  imaginatively, spatially and socially. 

The very first under-layers of our portraits-in-process generally             

presented ambiguity and confusion, and thereafter, a shifting and      

transient space for new understandings to surface. As we consolidated 

our multimodal understandings during our conversational dialogues, the 
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portraits-in-process also took shape and form, offering a more stable and 

present way of valuing the act of being recognised experientially and 

phenomenologically. As Franklin (2012) says, we are in search of the    

intangible qualities that we hope to make more tangible.  

This motion from the intangible to the tangible follows the Miecat form 

of inquiry where we explore the not-quite-known ways of being with the 

hope of finding something known through a multimodal participatory 

inquiry. While I grappled with the elusive blank canvas to bring forward 

aspects of our intersubjectivity, I sought substantial representations that 

closely positioned us in a place of knowing. At times, this was not so easy 

to substantiate. Between the inner and outer, our mind space, the floor 

space, the metaphoric space, Kirby (1996) describes our attempt for     

closeness as “…a slippery entity that filters through the screens between 

such categories as the psychic, the social, and the physical” (p. viii).  

Seeing, feeling & hearing the participant in their portrait...  

My way of seeing the ‘sitter’ was guided or assimilated through the       

multimodal forms of seeing, hearing and feeling (SHF) the portrait. This 

unique haptic or sensory method of SHF the portrait will be introduced in 

Chapter 5, outlining my own descriptive phenomenological experiential 

accounts of  visual, auditory and tactile ways of relating. 

Engaging the public with multisensory experience... 

It seemed important to continue an interactive presence with the public 

as they visited our exhibition of portraits-in-process, so I built upon N. H. 

Weil’s notion (in Smith, 2008) that the gaze of looking without words   

promotes a space of ‘visual holding’ (p. 12), by incorporating in my       

research two more multimodal elements of perceiving the participant in 

their story: that of auditory holding and felt holding. Visitors and             

participant’s attending my exhibition and workshops were invited to 

physically touch the artwork, to explore the variance of surface and 

depth. They were also encouraged to find new ways of sensitively         

receiving and perceiving the artwork, and seeing themselves in the work. 

Auditory holding was carried out by imagining the expressive voice of the 

artwork. This could be achieved by imagining qualities such as tone, 

pitch, timbre, rhythm and melody evident in the work. Felt holding was 

carried out by literally touching the artwork to explore the textural      

quality of the surface and depth of the work. The variation of materials, 

application, spatial positioning, and interactions between textures were 

considered to explore the artwork on multiple levels. 

Our multi-sensory explorations in SHF the participant in their portrait 

expanded our ways of empathic understanding when receiving the     

artwork. By SHF our portraits we were affirmed by the qualities and    

interactions that exist in and between the textures, mediums, patterns, 

form and structure, and also in the patterns of our own attention to what 

presented. Public interaction in this engaging way assisted in expanding 

awareness of experiential learning in the what and the how of our        

perceptive abilities. Ultimately, we saw ourselves in the work though our 

own descriptive commentary—of perceptively receiving the work and 

authentically receiving ourselves in the process. 

Intersubjectivity, alterity and we-ness in dialogue... 

For greater social affirmation we explored our intersubjective presence 

to promote inclusion and agency between artist, participant and viewer. 

In this endeavour, I attempted to map and promote the various inter-

subjective moments of each portrait inquiry, to show how creative        

collaborations increased action and practice in the field of arts therapy. 
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The principle of an intersubjectivist approach according to Sloan (2000), 

calls upon acts of inspiration “…to treat human subjects as agents or 

‘authors’, not objects of study” (p. 61). From Sloan’s account, as an       

alternative construction for representing identity, we actively engaged 

and promoted co-constructed realities through social engagement. 

Moving away from the polarised methods of conventional portraiture 

that endorses the active artist gazing at the passive sitter, I sought an 

inclusive model for creative social interaction. I undertook a new         

paradigm of social connectivity for portraiture to value the significance 

of being seen, heard and felt by others. Carolyn Jongewood (2009) also 

presents visual portraits in an integrated, creative, emergent method 

that moves beyond the limits of traditional portraiture by exploring 

“...the richness of participants’ experience...” (p. 242) through dialogue 

and image that requires empathy, sensitivity, and a tolerance for             

ambiguity. Like Jongewood’s account, my sitters (participants) were not 

just a model-in-waiting, rather they brought an included voice, expressed 

through dialogue, imaginative insights and kinaesthetic knowings. Crang 

(2003), Gibson and Hayes (2009), and Scott-Hoy (2003) also endorse this 

approach.  

Similar to the verbal, visual and embodied presence Baxter, López, Serig 

and Sullivan’s (2008) offered in their research, I aimed to provide “…a 

contextually rich ensemble of complex phenomena and a diverse world 

of human understanding” (p. 5). Krausz (2007) also speaks of the            

dialogical space as a place to amplify imaginative possibilities,  

When hearing ampliative reasons of another person, we 

are not merely hearing acoustical sounds or looking at 

mere inscriptions on a page. We grasp what they are      

uttering by virtue of our ability to imagine ourselves in 

their place....we do so from our place in our own reference 

frame (p. 38).  

This statement supports the notion of the multimodal intersubjective 

exchange in SHF the participant, where I had the chance to interactively 

connect to my sitter’s experience. This was essential for good                 

connectivity, bearing in mind that while I attended to the participant’s 

worldview I did not abandon my own referencing. 

While I hoped to capture intersubjective facets of our meeting, I was also 

aware of what Hazell (2009) announces as “…the experience of            

emptiness” (p. 148), which is inherent in the research process as well as 

the artistic process. Hazell calls this empty feeling ‘radical alterity’ which 

is “…the form of an experience that falls beyond one’s current span of 

personal knowledge” (p. 148). Hazell challenges the researcher to     

stimulate experiences of emptiness by engaging in the experience of 

otherness, to expand the gap of our own knowing to enter into the place 

of the other. Hazell likens the empathic intersubjective encounter as a 

form of alterity, where we sensitively recognise and discriminate our self 

and the other (subject or object). We entered this empty space when 

there was difference between us, yet we also sought to understand the    

emptiness in art-making, as advised by Kramer (2001). 

While Hazell (2009) takes the humbled stance of saying ‘I do not 

know’ (pp. 6, 78), the Miecat form of inquiry positions us initially in the 

place of not-quite-knowing (Allen, 2004; Lett, 2011). In each portrait     

inquiry, the participant had an opportunity to explore and reveal some-

thing not-quite-known, to identify themselves anew in their story. This 

empathic, sensitive and reflexive stance offered transparency for being 

seen, heard and felt in  collaborative research.  
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While we intersubjectively explored conscious material, we were          

unbounded by further horizons of not-quite-knowing (Lett). At times, 

there appeared to be a state of incompleteness in our relational             

understandings which we accepted and embraced. As an ongoing cyclic 

process of relational understandings, these missing or latent elements 

were yet to be recognised. 

The relational reflexive embodied approach that underlies my creative 

therapeutic practice was called forth by current authors in the field of 

intersubjectivity (Allen, 2004; Crossley, 2006; Finlay, 2005, 2008; Haworth, 

1997; Lett, 2011). Orientated towards shared meaning, I have explored 

the  possibilities of how I may imaginatively retell the participant’s story 

in visually form. Our relational portraiture has opened an intersubjective 

embodied space to move in and out of prereflective and reflective        

experience, into what Finlay (2005) describes as “...the appreciation of 

the ‘we’, where world and body are understood to be intertwined with 

one another” (p. 285). 

According to Merleau-Ponty (1968/1995), meaning is grasped in the 

imaginative intertwining ways of mirroring the other, to engage in       

embodied presence and conscious acknowledgement to recognise and 

respond to our patterns of being. In the we-ness of experience, we 

caught glimpses of looking beyond our own subjective presence to inter-

subjectively identify with the phenomena, and thus with the other.  

Our empathic connections while attending to the phenomena of the    

moment allowed us to shift our perspective from our self or Other, into a 

state of we-ness (Allen, 2004) or alterity (Hazell, 2009). Even though our 

personal worldviews may differ greatly, we recognised and distinguished 

our own and another’s emotional felt sensing (Hazell). Alterity opens our 

perspective of self and otherness, and is essential for human relationship 

(Hazell). While Hazell notes many moments of alterity often occur       

between people, alterity occurs most often when we experience for    

example, extraordinary events as a thunderstorm with lightning, or       

being enveloped by a mass of butterflies. These moments of alterity 

move us into a feeling state that is very connecting to the moment of 

experience. 

Significant moments of alterity occur throughout our collaborations. 

Among the inquiries in this research, one striking example occurred 

while I was sewing hundreds of beads onto Sharon’s portrait. Enjoying 

the repetition and meditative qualities that extended over several days,   

I indulged in this leisurely action of weaving the needle and thread in and 

out of the canvas—to hook each coloured bead permanently in place. 

Meanwhile I marvelled at how this motion felt entrancing and alluring, 

for enjoying the motion of going in and out, which paralleled with         

particular qualities of Sharon’s story through my understandings.         

Embodied in this action, I noticed how the accumulation of  textures and 

colours corresponded to various aspects of Sharon’s story—echoing her 

joyful high pitched voice, her sand-play drawing of going in and coming 

out, and also in her art-making (painting). Guided by Sharon’s imagina-

tive expressions, I caught myself in the brilliance of accentuating the top 

area of her portrait, while leaving the lower area less embellished. When 

I placed diamantes and a tear-drop chain from the eye to signify the 

honouring aspect of our shared exchange, we felt a heightened moment 

of alterity in our second meeting, that signified our love and loss for our 

late mothers. With tears of sadness and joy, we acknowledged our place 

in the work.   

My choice, actions and methods to bling-up this area of Sharon’s portrait 

validated her in her story yet also confirmed the therapeutic process of 
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empathic attunement that came from the relational encounter, as noted 

by Allen (2004), Finlay (2006), Hazell (2009), Lett (2011), and Minichiello & 

Kottler (2009). At times, during moments of reflective and reflexive     

happenings, I realised the boundaries between myself and the other 

seemed porous and fuzzy—or permeable as Hartmann says (in Hazell, 

2009), where I tapped into the fluidity and transcendence of feeling     

connected with the Other. 

While traditional portraiture takes a singularity point of view, our             

experiential portraits pursued multiple perspectives. Also taking a       

multiple perspective, Leary, Minichiello & Kottler (2009) tell us that 

“relationships shift and move, and those relationships that are normally 

regarded as being within one frame of reference…sometimes morph into 

other types” (pp. 62-63). As we fused our separate ways to expand the  

possibilities of social knowing, we moved into the world of empathic   

intersubjectivity, in a place of we-ness that Allen (2004) describes as 

“...iterative reflexivity” (p. 54). Allen says this iterative reflexivity comes 

from the energetic engaging encounters heightened by our inter-

subjective presence. She says our shared commitment in conversations, 

artmaking and our co-constructions reveal deeper levels or multi-layered 

understandings for ‘optimal intersubjectivity’ (p. 51), although there are 

limits she says to what we can share, construct and understand. 

The limits of identity according to Crang (2003) and Kirby (1996),           

depends on how we intersubjectively engage in a dialogue of              

imaginative thoughts, feelings, emotions and intuiting. Our relatedness 

requires a heightened ability to exchange our imaginings to relate to   

another’s perspective. To materialise our knowing, Kirby says we seek to 

explore the intimate and distant, to locate our place in our cultural space 

of belonging. 

Actively utilising the studio space... 

My art studio is a resource centre to extend our collaborative experience 

in a space filled with materials. We had an opportunity to explore      

creative participation with intention, direction, quality and chemistry 

(Welton, 1999). The availability of materials, mediums and tools sourced 

from my studio promoted greater flexibility for re-visioning our            

multimodal, experiential and phenomenological inquiry. As Holenstein 

(1999) suggests, we orientated ourselves in relation to our immediate 

environment, seeking available resources for settling in and attending to 

our embodied experience in phenomenological ways. In this way, my 

studio environment provided a physical space for our bodies and minds 

to activate sense and action, reflectively and reflexively (Holenstein). 

There were different areas of my studio that accommodated liberation 

of movement, or privacy and containment. During our co-created        

conversations we occupied and used these areas, equipment, and        

materials to actively and creatively find resonance to our lived               

experience. Holenstein maintains that with ‘intention-in-action’ (p. 72) 

we occupy and adjust our perspectives in our art space as we creatively 

explore resources ready at hand. Unlike the clinical setting, my studio 

has a worn-in presence showing freedom in the messiness that comes 

with the artmaking process.  

Shifting into an active engagement between artist and sitter... 

The differences between an artist working in traditional methods for 

portraiture and an artist working experientially, multimodally, and                  

co-constructively, is a matter of intention and orientation. My art space 

anchored and orientated us towards personal meaning, where we 

sought to reduce the distance felt between what we experienced and 
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how we came to know more about that (Holenstein). Dewey (2005), 

Holenstein (1999) and Hyland Moon (2009, 2010) persuade us to embrace 

an active meaningful orientation towards the experience of artmaking—

with self, materials and Others. 

To break away from the passive methods of traditional portraiture, we 

needed to identify the unbalanced nature of the relationship where the 

artist takes the active expressive role, while the sitter most often remains 

still and impassive. Incidentally, most of the judgement, discernment 

and referencing will be made by the artist, not the sitter. While the sitter 

will be somewhat present in the encounter, they are motionless and 

deadpan of expression. The traditional approach to portraiture generally 

reinforces the nature and personality of the artist, where the final         

representation is credited to the artist for capturing a visual depiction of 

their sitter in still pose. The orientation of this formal approach seems to 

be set in direction, method and outcome. Hence, the finished artwork 

will often be considered a by-product of the artist’s ability, evaluation 

and perception, rather than a deep relational encounter.  

Furthermore, the setting of traditional portraiture lessens the vitality of 

co-existence as it keeps the artist and sitter at a distance. This formal 

setting creates an unacknowledged space between the artist and sitter, 

of diminishing the sitter’s voice for identity and representation. It seems, 

the preoccupation with physical forms, of rationalising the subject      

visually, tends to occur through expressive elements that are generally 

made through habit of artmaking—of the artist’s rote style—rather than 

spontaneous connections with the sitter. The traditional artist’s will and 

voice strengthens and overshadows the occasion, silently diminishing 

the sitter’s will and expressive presence. Predilection of style should not 

be an end in itself as Merleau-Ponty (in Madison, 1981) notes, but rather 

as a response to meaning issued and communicated from the artist’s 

level of perception—of seeing the subterranean levels and thickness of 

experiential meaning: to call and question values embodied in our        

exchange while inhabiting the relational space.  

For a more positive active model of portraiture, the artist (art therapist) 

who works experientially, phenomenologically and multimodally invites 

a dynamic engagement of co-construction and co-creation in search for 

meaning behind the notion of identity. We sought to be recognised—not 

resembled. Naturally, this active relational mode that I embraced for my 

research incorporates a multidimensional evocative approach for        

expressing experience, through emotion, feeling and cognition, high-

lighting values and beliefs. This mode effectively and affectively united 

us in our endeavour to seek identity affirming means of representation. 

Breaking the ties of conformity, our relational portraiture does not claim 

to hold one truth—rather many, and that the rightness of fit or            

resonance in our interpersonal understanding became more substantial 

due to the co-construction for authenticating recognition. 

The desire for co-presence was strong in my research where our social 

bonding elaborated the meaning behind identity in portraiture. In our 

conversational dialogue, my participants were offered an opportunity to 

present their ontological, epistemological and axiological frame of        

reference, connecting our imaginations for an authentic intersubjective 

exchange. The unbounded starting point of each portrait invited further 

spontaneous happenings, enticing successive layers of meaning to gain 

new insights into lived experience. This approach follows the same line 

of thinking as Zittoun, Baucal, Cornish and Gillespie (2007), where our 

emergent collaborative exchange for portraiture “...qualitatively grows 

out of something existing” (p. 209). We embraced a state of becoming by 
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appearing (co-constructing) and reforming (de-constructing) multiple 

views of embodying who we think we are.  

While our portraits emergently took form, I directed my attention to the 

participant’s worldview, meanwhile I tried not to lose sight of my own 

identity as I embraced the expressiveness made by the sitter. At times, I 

experienced Finlay’s (2006) conceptions of ‘transpersonal blending’, 

‘dissolution of boundaries’, and ‘mutual reversibility’ (p. 7) by fusing our 

worldviews, and, discovering the weaving of two worlds in our blurred 

boundaries as described by Blackman and Venn (2010). While these 

paintings located my participant in their story, I am also located through 

the selection and use of materials and media. To flesh out the sense of 

my embodied knowings as Merleau-Ponty (in Madison, 1981) attests, is 

to realise, grasp and articulate our inner vision— as “...a reflection on be-

ing in the world” (p. 80). Each inquiry revealed our sense of embodied         

holdings, where our meaningful co-inquiries significantly revealed our 

patterns of being through story, metaphor, artmaking and evocation. 

We explored how we utilised the studio space while embracing the     

creative therapeutic relationship between ourselves and the materials 

available.  

The wonder and surprise of emergent understandings coming from our 

conversations and the artwork felt supporting and validating. Nurturing 

ourselves in the therapeutic creative space became a significant        

metaphor for how we held and carried out our portrait research—in how 

we actively and multimodally held the space together.  

To emphasise the notion of holding together for portraiture, my hand-

written key words and resonant thoughts between the spaces of the    

visual layers in process alluded to the supplementary nature of               

experiential portraiture, where more is said between the layers of our 

experience. That is, our visual and verbal layers came from a place of      

co-constructions. This verbal visual discourse for meaning imaginatively 

informed our dialogues to offer intertextual accounts, whilst offering 

further connections with visitors to the gallery who wanted more depth 

to the work in process. Orientating the viewer to the layered process of 

discovery in experiential portraiture seemed important for sharing the 

diversity and richness of experiencing. 

Conclusions to enter the next stage of the writing... 

The core aim of our participatory research was shaped around emergent 

happenings within an intersubjective space, to unfold meaning of our 

lived experience and identity. Unlike the tradition methods of                

portraiture, our portrait research hinged on an active model for under-

standing, delivered through an intertextual multisensory presentation 

carried by many layers of verbalised and visualised expressions. Our 

flexible approach to therapeutic portraiture loosened away from the    

diagnostic methods of assessment, treatment and outcome, to entertain 

an interpersonal creative and holistic approach that validated the             

participant (sitter) in their worldview. We have voices to be heard,       

bodies to express, and minds to interact. We actively coexisted in this 

space together. 

The vitality of our portrait research required an emergent spontaneous 

creative approach that was fundamentally based on a multimodal       

participatory inquiry. The following chapter for Part A, briefly informs 

the reader of the invitation and my intention to carry out my research 

(Chapter 2), followed by the flexible nature of my methodology 

(participatory inquiry and multimodal inquiry)(Chapter 3). The methods 

section (Chapter 4) describes the steps for carrying out our experiential 

portraiture research, including an additional section for the method of 
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seeing, hearing and feeling (SHF) the artwork (Chapter 5).  

All portrait inquiries are presented in Part B, followed by the multi-

dimensional analysis and findings in Part C. 

CHAPTER 2 — An Invitation 

An invitation for transdisciplinary research 

The call for practice-based artist such as myself to carry out                   

transdisciplinary studio-based therapeutic research has been in my     

experience eagerly welcomed (Anderson & Gehart, 2007; Candy, 2006; 

Dewey, 2005; Elkins 2009; Gray and Malins, 2004; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 

2006, 2008; Hickman, 2010; Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2005; Leavy, 2009; Lett, 

2011; Macleod & Holdridge, 2006; Martin & Booth, 2006; McNiff, 1998a;           

Sullivan, 2010). As a professional fine artist with a Bachelor of Science 

(Psychology) and a Master in Arts Therapy, I collectively bring together 

various disciplines by co-creating seven painting portraits that show 

sound methods, vigour and merit in the experience of visualising           

research. With mastery in acquired artistic and therapeutic skills I         

present the bricolage approach for my methodology (Kincheloe, 2005) by 

blending various methods,  perspectives, abilities and experiences from 

the social sciences and the arts into a dynamic interaction that under-

scores the participatory element of my arts-based research. Providing 

versatility in creative participation, my research follows the Miecat      

procedures of inquiry which Lett (2011) says resembles “…a conception 

of experiential  bricolage in our research inquiry function” (p. 6). 

In active practice and reflective learning my aim was to show relational, 

spontaneous and creative ways of collaboratively representing the       

participant both verbally and visually in their story. New awareness in 

how my presence carried significant influence for each portrait revealed 

how as artist, therapist and researcher, we co-inhabited this work. Our     

portraits are not imitative representations, rather they are intimate    

accounts, or as Merleau-Ponty (in Madison, 1981) suggests, creative    

expressions of “…coming into awareness by man of his own existence in 

the world” (p. 81).   

To illuminate the relational component of our research, Lett (2011)    

clarifies that ‘companioning’ is a form of agreed participation, and a                

co-construction of meaning making that is relational, creative,           

emergent, complex, fundamental and intersubjective. Guided by an    

empathic sensitive presence, our creative therapeutic companioning 

allowed us to identify thoughts, feelings, behaviours, attitudes, values 

and beliefs, to discover the unique patterns of our lived experience.  

I was spirited by the vitality of co-creation, of how I may engage           

relationally with the sitter to attain interpersonal meaning. This was not 

a technical paper on “How to Paint Portraits” (where the sitter was       

positioned at a distance), rather it was an affirmation of a felt social          

encounter, alongside the practical phenomena of aesthetically creating 

artwork to fit with our shared experience. The multidimensional analysis 

in Chapter 13 and related findings in Chapter 14, further clarified our     

phenomenological and experiential stance for portraiture. 

The unpredictable: in art and therapy  

Throughout our inquiries, I employed modes of drifting and yielding with 

the intangible and concrete to invite many possibilities. In this flexible 

elastic mode, I recognised the undesirable effect of getting it wrong, or 

perhaps worrying about the possibility of wasting one’s time, all the 

while embracing an ‘anything goes’ attitude. With little direction in such 
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an emergent inquiry, I was reassured by McNiff (1998b) to trust the     

process with the hope and possibility of something significant arising in 

our efforts. Getting lost in the process presented an opportunity,             

according to Fotheringham (2013), to open ourselves to intrigue, to 

search for a loss of authority and innocence and discover “...new ways of 

knowing to emerge” (p. 1). We also had an opportunity as Berlyne (1966) 

says, to enjoy the curiosity and learning in and through the encounter. 

Loosened for the encounter, Allen (2004) talks about meeting in the 

space of uncertainty to find our way. As my supervisor, Jan Allen urges 

me to stay with the not-quite-known—to start spontaneously in the 

space of immediate sensing and see what comes. This dropped the      

facade of me being an artist who knows, to an artist who wants to know. 

Merleau-Ponty (1994) presents this indefinite stance as carrying the 

‘notion of ambiguity’ (p. 281), as do authors Dewey (2005), Hyland Moon, 

(2009), Lett (2011), and McNiff (1998b, 2003). Lett (2011) and Dewey (2005) 

recommend the way of drifting and yielding so that in a natural course of 

events, from beginnings to endings, we view alternative ways of seeing 

the data. In a relational context, we became interwoven through our 

content-in-process and our content-in-product. Milech (2006) propose 

artists in therapeutic practice bring the two into play, where the ‘play of 

difference’ leaves “...a trace of one in the other” (p. 10). Showing process 

alongside product, I aimed to place relationship at the forefront of our 

portraits. 

Whether my direction for creating appears cyclic, linear or non-linear, 

short or long in duration, I endeavoured to stay present to my immediate 

sensing—to the intersubjective space to locate our patterns of being. Our 

intersubjectivities present the concrete and abstract views of our self in 

the world, even in the sometimes eccentricity of imaginative thinking. 

Dutton (2010) encourages us to imaginatively enter the “theater of the 

mind” (p. 103), and aesthetically make distinctions between what         

appears to be reality and what appears to be make-believe such as the 

case with myths and fairytales. Ultimately, we hope to capture          

something significant that is felt between us—to be recognised and                     

acknowledged. 

Thus, we enter this theatre together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, we enter this theatre together. 
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The research paradigm 

My research paradigm was built on the emergent participatory inquiry    

proposed by Heron and Reason (1997), along with the multimodal arts-

based approach proposed by Allen (2004) and Lett (2011) to find       

meaning to our lived experience. In the following pages I present my   

bricolage methodology that incorporates the four ways of knowing 

(informed by Heron & Reason, 1997), and the intersubjective model for 

relational research (informed by Allen, 2004 & Lett, 2011), and finally, I 

reinforce the importance of relationship between people, place and 

space, along with the timeliness of allowing our portraits to unfold.  

Following Lett’s (2011) guide of emergent methodologies, our values 

were held in ways of knowing and being that occurred in an integrated 

flow of axiology, epistemology and ontology. Through our meaningful                     

collaborations, Lett suggests we affirm our experience “...in the process 

of shared awareness of aesthetic rightness of form to meaning” (p. 22), 

where mutual collaborations and co-creations in the emergent inquiry 

“...allow experiencing to form data” (p. 22). Even in the flow of               

uncertainty and not-quite-knowing, possibilities arose for further     

meaning making, channelled through intuitive, imaginative, and           

embodied pre-reflective ways of knowing and being.  

As axiology, epistemology and ontology are dependently intertwined 

and are held similarly in the participatory inquiry methodologies and   

the experiential arts-based methodologies (Allen, 2004; Heron & Reason, 

1997; Lett, 2011), I now present an overall understanding of how these 

aspects inform my research. 

Allen (2004), Heron and Reason (1997) and Lett (2011) hold the belief, that 

epistemologically, inquirers might come to know something about the 

world in an active co-creative space, acknowledging and being aware of 

intersubjectivity, underpinned by a relational aesthetic that presides in 

experiential, propositional, presentational and practical ways of        

knowing. Ontologically, they propose that as participants, we participate 

and co-create reality in a continuous, ever-changing and vital way, 

where we interact and become shaped by the experiential world of inter-

subjective realities. Ontologically, our embodied way of being in the 

world is referential, transactional and interactive. Methodologically, they 

both see the collaborative arts inquiry as a place of embodied meeting to 

explore experiential content through shared language and art making to 

arrive a new ways of relational knowing. Axiologically, they both assume 

shared responsibility in balanced co-operative relationships to engender 

embodied autonomy and self-efficacy, so that intrinsic values and        

preferred ways of being can be explored and lived accordingly.  

During our collaborations, we hoped to embody the notion of knowing 

through our lived body. Many authors acknowledge the pre-reflective 

nature of our body as a knowing vehicle that unifies our understandings 

jointly with our conscious embodied minds (Allen, 2004; Crossley, 2006; 

Dewey, 2005; Finlay, 2005, 2006; Gendlin, 1996; Hyland Moon, 2010;   

Johnson & Johnson, 2009; Lane, 1975; Lett, 2011; Reason & Bradbury, 

2008; Stanczak, 2007; Sturken & Cartwright, 2009; Stern, 2010; Van        

Manen, 1990).  

Epistemologically, through the gradual unfolding of appearance into    

reality, I endeavoured to intersubjectively relate to my participant’s     

expressions with an embodied reflexivity extending my own sense of 

knowing. In search of meaning, I hoped to embrace Berlyne’s epistemic 

curiosity by being actively stimulated for new experiential meaning in 

CHAPTER 3 — Methodology 
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places not-quite-known (cited in Johnson & Johnson, 2009, p. 343).       

Berlyne’s account of epistemic curiosity suggests that, “conceptual       

conflict motivates an active search for more information in hopes of      

resolving the uncertainty” (p. 345). Curiously motivated to learn new     

perspectives in my artistic and therapeutic practice, I aim to accept and 

allow our conversations and artmaking to move around aspects of         

uncertainty, in the hope of possibly revealing the hidden parts of our 

story. According to Berlyne (in Johnson & Johnson), this requires             

“…actively searching for more information…seeking to understand      

opposing positions and rationales, and…attempting to view the situation 

from  opposing perspectives” (p. 345). 

Culturally guided, Schwalbe (1997) insists our relational knowing comes 

from being socially mindful, of “…getting beyond individualism and     

appreciating how…relationships make us what we are” (p. 65). By           

discovering the limits of my knowing, and the complexities surrounding 

our enculturated interactions, I may become more mindful and sensitive 

of my place with others in the world. Comprehensively, I adopt a          

systemic (not systematic) epistemological position (Reason & Bradbury, 

2008): of coming to know in, with and for the other.  

To become an active vehicle for creative knowing, I aimed to synergize 

my practice (in action) and theory (in knowing) for greater ontological 

and epistemological presence in research (Lett, 2011). Lett says we      

attempt to make sense of our lived experience by exploring our “…

beliefs, perspectives and assumptions that are carried through our       

patterns of being” (p. 283). While we took this stance, we discovered how 

“the content is in the process” (p. 271). Lett reminds us that the relation-

ship mediates and carries the procedures of inquiry, where, as                    

co-researchers, we influence the nature and reality of our collaborative 

efforts to explore personal realities and patterns of being in our world. 

He says new revelations support a broader understanding of what we 

carry and how we carry ourselves, where we engage in the “…ongoing, 

vital, life process” (p. 283) that seeks both inner and outer connections. 

He concludes that our reciprocal participation extends possibilities for 

ontological dispositions while embracing the epistemological question 

of “what do we think we know now?” (p. 286). 

To challenge the production of knowledge, I hoped to present a two-way 

interchange with both voices being present (in dialogue and art-

making), yet I also hoped to be transparent in what I had chosen at the 

time to be relevant. I foresee I cannot be the sole objective carrier of   

information, rather I will be guided by reflexively attending to the        

participant’s lived experience through my own sense of knowing and 

being. While we engaged collaboratively, my level of awareness and my 

responsiveness for selecting and replaying the meaning of things 

through visual representation takes form through our layered portraits.  

Ontologically, we live in a world that is fundamentally intersubjective. 

According to Merleau Ponty (in Madison, 1981), my artistic presence is a 

phenomenologically and experimentally guided ontology of being-in-the

-world. As Schwalbe (1997) suggests we are “…rooted in the here and 

now of bodily experience” (p. 452) and we engage in a direct encounter 

to explore how we see, hear and feel ourselves in our world. We             

reference our knowing through our sense of being. 

Methodologically, we embraced a purposeful, active, emergent inquiry 

that constitutes knowing, expressing and valuing our lived experience.  

Based on this active methodology, we became reflexive and reflective 

agents in search of synthesizing our ontological, epistemological and 

axiological ways.  
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Heron and Reason (1997, 2012), Lett (2011), and Schwalbe (1997) endorse 

an active integrated position of methodology where Schwalbe notes the 

powerful discovery that occurs when “…we create knowledge through 

action” (p. 252), and that “…new ideas are best grasped by trying to put 

them into practice” (p. 253).  In this flexible space of experiential learning, 

Schwalbe maintains we need to see the limits of our old knowledge     

system and constantly create new knowledge for new paths. Our      

methodology may even appear illogical or risky, yet this elastic path is 

the one we will take as artist, therapist and co-researcher. 

Our collaborative yielding methods occurred through spontaneous     

happenings relying on useful tools and techniques that seemed most 

appropriate at the time of announcing our expressive intent (Lett, 2011). 

Innovative methods enhanced our explorations for meaning making 

(Crang, 2003; Dewey, 2005; Heron & Reason, 1997; Stanczak, 2007).  

Axiologically, I was intrigued by the diversity of our encultured ways 

which held our values and beliefs. Our value-based research according to 

Lett (2011) is found in “…the relationship between the personal and      

cultural...” (p. 283), thus I was socially guided by a genuine desire to know 

my participating ‘sitter’ beyond their appearance. I hoped to critically 

and reflexively address my own constructions in the making. Politically, I 

held value in the innovative engagements for our portraits-in-process to 

offer new ways of being creatively and therapeutically connected. I also 

adhered to Schwalbe’s (1997) recommendation that we treat our “…

current beliefs as provisional and explore alternative ways of making 

sense of things” (p. 247), which fits with Miecat’s notion of moving away 

from conformed structures that come from positivist approaches to     

research. Lett (2011) says we need to be flexible in the origins,                

assumptions and values of our world views, by adopting adaptive          

language with “...a sense of reciprocity and belonging...” (p. 25) to fulfil 

our creative emergent methods for research. Additionally, he says our 

attention should be turned towards ‘...embodied values...’ (p. 26) to seek 

the underlying core values orientating our choices and  responsibilities. 

He maintains, even in the implicit not-quite-know ways of being, we may 

find great relevance and meaning in the values we hold. 

From our new axiological perspectives we may hold different values in 

our storied worlds. The axiological question presented by Lett, “how do 

you wish to be there in this part of your life?” (p. 286) will set the scene for 

how we might imagine the participant would stand, sit or move in their           

portrait—to be represented with embodied knowing that springs from 

mutual felt presence and understandings. Thus, as an inclusive model for 

portraiture, we affirmed and made available a clearer understanding of 

how our identity may be experientially represented.  

Ethics: issues arising as I completed the ethics application 

To meet ethical considerations, participants were chosen to be eighteen 

years or older, without special needs, disorders or disabilities. The       

person’s relationship, sex, race, cultural or political stance, religion,      

education, socio-economic status or place of residence did not influence 

the recruitment process.  

The possibly of feeling exposed through a deeply personal inquiry        

became an important ethical consideration for this research. Exposing 

our personal worldview to others may feel uncomfortable and risky. To 

avoid troubling experiences, we negotiated what could or could not be 

included for public viewing. The participants placed great trust in my 

response-ability to not misrepresent them. Understandably, each        

participant had the ability to withdraw from consent at any stage of our 
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collaborative research.  

The grounding of our qualitative research was found in the authentic    

moments of resonance in our co-creations and co-constructions. We   

inquired into valuing the participant in their story which set precedence 

for therapeutically valuing our portraits-in-process. The strength of our 

research arrived in the form of authenticity, sensitivity, and empathic 

regard whilst companioning or tuning into the participant’s worldview. 

The building of trusting relations was also a quality feature of this         

research, where reflective and reflexive vigour (not rigor) was sought 

(Leavy, 2009). As Gunzenhauser (2006) suggests, the question of moral 

epistemology in our ability to develop a reflexive multilayered under-

standing of our relations in research must apply.  

Robust research (validity) came in the form of quality ‘thick’ descriptions 

to represent the participant’s experience, in order to “...understand   

what goes into the phenomenon in question by searching out and       

analysing symbolic forms, such as words, images, institutions,                                     

behaviours...” (Bhattacharya, 2008, p. 310). For transformation in the 

emergent inquiry, Bhattacharya outlines ‘catalytic validity...’ (p. 310) as 

another important transformative aspect in subjective research.  

Plano Clark, Creswell, O’Neil Green & Shope (2008) also suggest another 

robust method of research called ‘triangulation’ (p. 380), which               

corresponds to the multimodal component of our research where inter-

related material in verbal and visual modes are gathered for my multi-

dimensional analysis (in Chapter 13). Table 25 illuminates the relational 

aspects of poetic and descriptive meanings, artistic forms and                

representations, for a condensed account of our findings.  

With accountability and responsibility, while I endeavoured to visually    

retell the participant’s story as close to the felt understandings             

confirmed between us, I was not immune to the bias of what I chose to 

stay with during our conversation, during the artmaking and/or the     

writing of my dissertation. As Dewey (2005) simply states, “he comes 

with a mind waiting, patient, willing to be impressed and yet not without 

bias and tendency in vision” (p. 91).   

To impart greater transparency in my research , I consider lessons learnt 

in a similar fashion to that declared by a participant named Laurie,       

informing me to open myself to the emergence of design, learning and 

planning, to move ahead in the unfolding nature, as “prolonged engage-

ment pays dividends, in currency rarely traded these days: [in] care, 

commitment, and human understanding” (Leavy, 2008, p. 351). Laurie 

also reinforces how reflexivity acknowledges vulnerability, essential to 

transparency in research, whereby we move away from the shiny, 

smooth and certain pages found in academic journals. Instead, she says  

“...be sure to reflect...out loud so we can all hear...our politics, our ethics, 

our ways of knowing, and all other entanglements that occur in all       

research settings” (p. 351). 

In effect, I hope that my creative skills, resourcefulness, adaptability, 

insight and vision, along with my hybrid background and studies in art, 

psychology and arts therapy may inspire another way of bridging theory 

and practice. I am optimistic that my reflective and reflexive attention, 

my problem solving, and my ability to identify and explain my creative 

moments of intuitive resonance incites inspiration and percolate ideas 

for many art therapists. Dramatic or restrained, I trust that the reader 

may be informed by our sensitive yet flexible approach in the search of 

identity through experiential portraiture.  
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The 4 ways of knowing 

I want to clarify that the four ways of knowing proposed by Heron and 

Reason (1997) are relationally interactive and co-constructed in and 

around our unique personal ways of experiencing. Cyclical in nature, 

each of these four ways (described below) may present in non-linear 

fashion, appearing spontaneously yet fittingly for the moment to          

advance our personal knowing. Ultimately, we are in search of affinitive 

moments that seem pivotal for deeper resonance: for feeling and        

knowing ourselves in the work.  

Experiential knowing  

Participation is always relational and is essential for experiential        

knowing. In this face-to-face collaborative encounter we mutually       

became aware of the people and things of our world by being attuned 

with empathic resonance, exploring imaginative dialogues (within        

verbal, visual and kinetic sensory modes) to clarify what we think we 

know. Experiential knowing requires sensitive presence to our natural 

pre-dispositions and embodied knowings. In reciprocity, we explored 

meaningful moments with creative art-making to shift into a space of 

clarity in perception. Our intersubjective experience allowed greater    

transparency of co-created meanings. 

This was a direct engagement with the world according to Gendlin’s 

(1996) concept of the felt sense or attention to a inner bodily feeling, 

which involves keen focus on what is “…not yet known” (p. 1).                    

Relinquishing cognitive states of knowing, our therapeutic work arose 

from a sensitive attunement to embodied presence that acknowledges 

the physical aspects of experience (Gendlin). At times, we experienced       

dissonance which became a valid aspect of our portrait inquiries. While 

our thoughts revealed our embodied knowing, we did not jump to      

conclusions or conceptualisations for knowing, rather we acknowledged 

a felt sense that needed to be attended to without forced  judgment. 

In the various multisensory ways of searching for meaning, I heard in our 

dialogue the emphasis of words spoken; I saw in our positioning            

embodied movements and gestures that were uniquely telling; and I felt 

in my own physiological response, our embodied expressions.  

Lett (2011) tells us that much of our prereflective activity underlies our 

experiential knowings, where the cognitive or reflective is not evidently 

clear to us yet may arise in intuitive, emotional or embodied sensing 

when we re-experience patterns of being. This primary way of being is “a 

bodily feeling revisited, an emotional expression represented, a verbal 

response reconsidered – these archived activities engage the dialogue of 

the pre-reflective and the reflective” (p. 283). Lett adds, the inherent  

prereflective sense of attending to modes of expression, automatically 

“mark our presence…” (p. 283), and if we stay with and engage in the felt 

modes authentically, we may, at times, mediate our inklings into         

conscious awareness through creative externalised representations (into 

presentational forming).  

Presentational knowing  

Presentational knowing occurs when we attend to significant felt        

moments explored in experiential knowing, that incites further              

explorations via a creative outlet of multimodal forms of expression. Our 

voice authors our stories through myths and metaphor, poetry and     

melody, and movement, along with the visual arts of drawing, painting, 

collage and sculpture. The depthing of this presentational knowing     

increases our purpose and intention to stay with our experience, to     
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resource creative applications through art materials and expressive      

modalities. Pre-made and naturally formed objects and materials          

assisted us in the forming of our presentational knowing. Therapeutic 

sand-play for example, invited further self-discovery as participants 

chose objects or materials that symbolised or expressed meaning of their 

lived experience.  

When moving from experiential into presentational forming, Lett (2011) 

reminds us how our inquiry process is an intuitive improvisational mode 

that osculates in and around the content we present. Often, significant            

prereflective qualities of information are shared in the relational           

exchange for greater meaning (Lett). Lett writes about the emergence of 

things, of how the surface and the understated pre-conscious sensing 

can be located through multimodal forming. With a gift for poetry Lett 

offers this haiku  

attend to the tear in the throat  

for there you will find 

things that matter  (p. 25) 

 

and suggests, we need to recognise embodied sensing and bring it to the 

surface through multimodal representations of presentational forming. 

 

This content in process Lett speaks of commonly occurs in our everyday 

lived experience. We carry an inner sense of meaningful moments that 

reflect for example, our holding on or letting go, where we sense what 

we may be carrying, and then carry it further through material form for 

greater understanding. Sometimes we know how we feel yet we hesitate 

to make our known ways explicit. Meanwhile, we may sense something 

is happening in this tacit space in and around our conversation, yet we 

cannot know for certain what this may be. Our co-created and                   

co-constructed position helps us identify these not-quite-known ways 

through participation. 

Gergen (2009a) points to the “enchanting aspects of WE” (p. 179),       

drawing on the intricacies of how we communicate and recognise our                  

participatory role. This thinking applies to how we actively located our 

knowings during creative practice. As we explored our content through 

association, we became aware of what we chose such as toys, objects 

and particular materials, and how we chose them for representation, as 

this information imbued personal meaning for our lived experience. We 

came to recognise the what and the how of presentational and                 

propositional forms of knowing, which Moustakas (1994) terms the 

noema (what) and the noesis (how)(p. 68). Spinelli (2005) also talks about 

this ‘intentionality’ (pp. 14-16) of the what and how, as being two            

experiential poles of the what of experience (noema) and the how of       

experience (noesis). This awareness follows the phenomenological 

teachings of    Edmund Husserl (from the 1930’s), and also the core ideas 

found in texts on relational intersubjectivity. 

Many significant examples of noema and noesis can be found in each 

portrait study, however a simple example to illustrate these terms,      

occurred when a participant thoughtfully and intuitively selected toy 

objects and art materials to symbolically represent (express) their story 

in a way that was unique to their understanding. It was not just the     

noematic choice of objects selected (even if pre-reflectively); what     

mattered was noetically how they chose these objects and how they   

engaged with them. It seemed significant in the way they held the      

object, referring to it or embodying it during the exploration. The         

surprise and spontaneity of choice, and resulting conversation around 
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these selected objects and art materials offered new grounds for        

knowing the participant in their story. 

We deepened our inquiry by noticing our expressions and intentions 

through multimodal forming. Lett (2011) suggests a variety of creative 

engagements, such as artmaking, verbal or personified expression, 

movement, enactment, descriptive prose and poetry, and play, may    

assist in this amplification of meaning. During moments of amplification 

where ideas were expanded and brought into the field of awareness, we 

continued to depth our material, accessing things not-quite-known. In 

this improvised way, Lett says our “...control is lessoned, boundaries are 

crossed and a flow of energy and feeling takes over” (p. 273). Lett adds, 

we enter “...into the experiencing of being in and with the                       

phenomena” (p. 273)(also see Spinelli, 2005, 2007). In the flow of            

responding to each expressive mark we made on paper or canvas,      

Hickman (2010) says we engage in a ‘haptic’ way of creating as we         

become emotionally driven and “...directly involved in the action” (p. 19). 

The emergence and improvisational nature of our portrait work invited a 

growing awareness for us to embody sensations and feelings that carried 

deeper resonance for affirming our identity.  

Lett (2011) informs us of the notion of indwelling, which offers a sense of 

purpose and awareness “…to be present and explore phenomena of     

experiencing...” (p. 278). Our associations and connections result when 

choices in creative direction are made (Lett). As we became attentive to 

and engaged in a peculiar energetic quality, we sought opportune        

moments for indwelling the known and not known qualities of our       

experiencing. We did this with elasticity and allowing, rather than trying 

too hard to analyse meaning. Flexibility in allowing is important as Brook 

(1996) says, so we don’t lose the feeling of things (also see Hall, 2006). 

Brook asserts that in the search for something constant or unified in    

understanding, a dilemma exists in adding and subtracting what is 

known. In our practice as artists, therapists, and co-researchers, we need 

to identify this common dilemma, orientating ourselves to the most 

resonant aspect carrying our work further, into propositional knowing. 

Propositional knowing 

Thirdly, but not necessary chronological, Heron and Reason (1997)        

present propositional knowing. Propositional knowing sets in place the 

forming of new concepts and ideas from experiential and presentational 

knowing, as mediated through the intersubjective exchange.  

Propositional knowing conceptually grounds us in our relational space in 

which we can clearly express our understandings. Collaboratively we 

proposed what we think we knew by presenting our intersubjective 

knowing, however in our co-created reality, we did not assert our         

authority upon the co-inquirer’s worldview. Rather, we attempted to 

understand and represent how we have come together in a shared       

exchange of resonant co-constructions. Propositional transactions are 

based on implicit viewpoints that became explicit in and through the 

material chosen to represent knowing through our interactive dialogues, 

artmaking, and portraits-in-process. 

Propositions articulated our presentational forms. Our portrait research 

was guided by the inner appraisal of our aesthetic experience that        

informed us through propositional knowing. As co-inquirers, we           

participated in the construction of our own reality. I offer this excerpt by 

Reason & Bradbury (2008), 

We need to find ways to artfully capture and honor the 

richness of the experience as we try to also use the 

precision of propositional forms. As we try to be        
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rigorous scholars we must also be passionate artists, 

not only in our presentational and propositional    

knowing, but also in our pragmatic knowing – in our 

action in the world (p. 704).   

Which takes us to Practical knowing – where we actively explored being 

responsible in our actions and our abilities. 

Practical knowing  

In the participatory inquiry paradigm, practical knowing applies to and 

consummates all the three ways stated above, yet does not always     

present as the last way of knowing (Heron & Reason, 1997). Our capacity 

to put into action our abilities, skills or competencies helps define what 

we think we know. A good example of practical knowing comes from 

Heron and Reason (2012), in how we have  

A conceptual grasp of principles and standards of 

practice, representational elegance, and experiential 

grounding in the situation within which the action 

occurs. It fulfils the three prior forms of knowing, 

brings them into fruition in purposive deeds, and 

consummates them with its autonomous celebration 

of excellent accomplishment (p. 2, para. 6). 

My knowledge in the form of skills and abilities comes through my bodily 

actions as I responded to the practical applications for representing the 

participant in their world. What and how I chose to paint with, mattered 

in our research, as I was responsible for what I created and presented to 

the other. The objects, materials, mediums, tools, space, application and 

timing of my art making were all based on my decision to respond—to   

influence certain characteristics for forming my four ways of knowing. 

This needed to be done as authentically as possible with a good measure 

of sensitivity, empathy and regard. There were many factors that              

influenced my expressive intention for practical knowing, which were 

explored throughout our portrait inquiries. 

Merleau-Ponty (1994) aptly quotes Valery’s belief that “…THE PAINTER 

‘takes his body with him’…” (p. 283). In gesture and manner, we revealed 

our practical knowing through our physical agency.  While I describe in 

detail how I take my body with me in the art making of each portrait, I 

maintained a sense of integrity to the content, the material, my felt 

sensing, and my practical applications for representation, all managed in 

the unfolding nature of new ways of knowings. 

Dewey (2005) notes the aesthetic experiential act of appreciating,       

perceiving and enjoying (of doing and undergoing) when we are actively 

creating with others. Dewey explores how we relate to objects and     

artwork practically, experientially and aesthetically, where the artwork 

or object becomes an expressive entity offering something new about 

ourselves as we delve into its existence of our internal understandings, 

our embodied responding, and our physical action-based response. Each 

portrait inquiry shows how we responded to objects, materials, and one 

another, and how we sourced, acknowledged and validated our               

co-createdness. Lett (2011) affirms that reflexive acknowledgement of 

shared experience increases our availability to be present to the            

material—to gain a better understanding of our expressive intent for 

identifying our practical knowing. 

Gray and Malins (2004) say we are active agents responsive in action and 

practice to synthesise practical knowing. While Donald Schön (in Gray & 

Malins) call this active mode the ‘reflective practitioner’ (p. 22), Gray and 

Malins liken this approach to the ‘responsive practitioner’, endorsing an 
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open-minded immediate way of ‘knowing-in-action’ (reflection-in-action) 

and ‘responding-in-action’ within a relational understanding (p. 22). 

Intersubjectivity 

The central focus or aim of my research was to make sense of our lived             

experience in a relational, interactive and co-creative way. We navigated 

in and around our shifting perspectives, in what many postmodern      

research terms—the intersubjective encounter. The vitality of inter-

subjectivity became alive in our portrait research where aspects of our 

private world of thinking were brought forward to relationally engage us 

in the space together.  

Postmodern research has introduced the relational term of inter-

subjectivity that illuminates the basis of social interaction in how we 

share resonance with others in our world. Intersubjectivity (within the 

realms of psychotherapy) has a current history of approximately 28 

years, leaning away from the transference and counter-transference 

model (posited by Freud in psychoanalytic theory), and revised since 

1984, for a more relational postmodern stance by many intersubjective 

theorists. Intersubjectivity occurs within the meeting place of self and 

other where receptivity and connectivity interplay for greater                   

understanding (Allen, 2004; Buirski & Haglund, 2001; Crossley, 1996, 2006, 

2011; Feather, 2010; Finlay, 2005; Hyland-Moon, 2009; Lett, 2001, 2011; 

Madison, 2001; Minichiello & Kottler, 2009; Orange, Atwood & Stolorow, 

1997; Schwalbe, 1997; Spinelli, 2005; Stolorow, Atwood & Brandchaft, 

2004; Sturken & Cartwright, 2009; Van Manen, 2008).  

Stolorow, Atwood and Brandchaft (2004) describe intersubjectivity as a 

meeting place of “...interacting subjectivities, reciprocal mutual             

influence, colliding organizing principles, conjunctions and disjunctions, 

attunements and malattunements” (p. ix). They claim we are constantly 

shifting and navigating in and around our personal intrapsychic            

perspectives to make sense of our self and others in our world. Our      

interjacent dialogues prompt conscious reflection and spontaneous     

pre-reflective tidings says Lett (2011), who informs us that “the quality of 

the intersubjective response lies between the pre-reflective and the    

conscious awareness of emergent possibilities” (p. 278). 

Allen (2004) likens intersubjectivity as a form of reflexivity, where “the 

engagement is a kind of interweaving of self other in action” (p. 35). In a 

flexible and encompassing way, our conversations circled around inter-

subjective imaginative worlds, broadening the scope of symbolic     

meaning, and co-joining our disciplined objective minds with that of   

fantasy and imagination (Allen). We each brought a level of cultural    

suppositions and socialised understandings to our dialogue, where at 

times, our internal referencing was extended for external frames of    

relational knowing.  

In attending to the stories told by others, occasionally my defences or 

collusions were noted. While I tried to remain open and transparent in 

my attempt to understand my participants, I was aware of how            

relationally bound we were in this social exchange (Anderson & Gehart, 

2007; Crossley, 1996, 2011; Gergen, 2009a, 2009b). Valuable insights came 

from our co-inhabited space of intersubjectivity where I paid attention to 

my own reflective process, pointing out my limitations and personal          

subjectivities which benefited from further therapeutic processing. On a 

positive slant, sometimes my perspectives invited more potential for 

learning. We gained an opportunity to experientially grow in this           

collaborative environment.  

The relational space according to Lett (2011), offers a “...vast reservoir of 
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[personal] experience” to meet our own material ‘intrasubjectively’ (p. 

279). To respect, regard and nurture our intersubjective presence, I 

thought twice before offering my own private intuitive responding as        

I waited for a clearer sense of what we were exploring. While I offered 

appropriate responses that seamed to fit the occasion or assist in shared 

understandings, I was also aware of the risk of me getting it wrong—of 

not being in tune with the other—or worse still, possibly offending the 

other with my own personalised content or worldview embedded in my 

responding. Identifying and managing this risk is important according to 

Lett, so we may separate “...what belongs to whom in their dialogue” (p. 

279), to cooperatively acknowledge and own our personal material.  

I acknowledge that there was some guesswork in attending to the      

creative response for representing my sitter’s experience. I had to trust in 

my own felt sense, allow emergent material to unfold, and trust my own 

creative resources when attempting to recognise the other in their lived 

experience. Fittingly, in poetic form, Allen (2004) writes 

 

 Intersubjectivity is about 
  Flow 
  and 
  allowing. 
  Holding and enfolding... 
  Opening up, 
  shifting and transforming 
  moves us away from 
  gathering in 
  and giving and taking. 
  It is about the recognition 
  of self/other 
  in the energy of engagement  (p. 60) 
 

Presenting an extended appreciation of The Art of Intersubjectivity, Allen 

writes about the ways of ‘optimal intersubjectivity’ (p. 48), which          

compliments Reason and Heron’s (1997) term of practical knowing.  In 

the search for the ‘we-ness’ of intersubjectivity, Allen (2004) declares new 

understandings are gained in the action-values and optimal learning that 

form in and around “...the collaborative enactment of openness to       

uncertainty and ambiguity, iterative reflexivity, a process orientation 

and emotional efficacy” (p. 48). Allen lists “...congruence, compassion, 

resilience, interpersonal and intrapersonal flexibility, imaginative flow, 

openness, reflexivity, creativity, self-awareness and the capacity for    

empathy...” (p. 48) as essential features to optimise intersubjectivity. 

Many intersubjective authors agree that we cannot maintain full           

empathic engagement when attending to our participant’s subjective 

world. Stolorow, Atwood and Brandchaft (2004) refute our capacity to 

have “...pure and presuppositionless eyes” (p. 45). Joining the general          

consensus, I dutifully know I must not impose my story upon another; 

rather I seek to compose their story (Allen, 2004; Chapman, 2005;           

Colombo, 2003; Crossley, 1996; Ellingson, 2009; Hyland Moon, 2010; Lett, 

2011; McNiff, 2003; Pearmain, 2001; Scott-Hoy & Ellis, 2004; Spinelli, 

2005).  

Lawrence-Lightfoot (2005) confirms that the portraitist’s voice is ever 

present, and never telling a single story, “even the most scrupulously 

‘objective’ investigations reveal the hand of the researcher in shaping 

the inquiry” (p. 11). I accept this shortcoming while respectfully              

assuming a stance of not-quite-knowing to allow the voice of the          

participant to stand strong.  I also see this as advantageous, where we 

learn new ways of knowing through our social encounter with another. 

With ethical considerations, and similar to Allen’s (2004) care-full           
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approach, I have presented an imaginative retelling of the participants 

shared story through my own lens, with sensitivity and intuitive           

resonance to what we uncovered. In every case, I double checked that 

my visual representations were congruent and appropriate with the    

content revealed in the inquiry, where I sought approval by each            

participant prior to releasing their portrait for presentation to the public . 

Losing rigidity and control, we appropriately shared or separated that 

which seems important for the occasion.  We embraced Lett’s (2011)    

poetic account where 

 we trust what we know 

 through the rightness of the feeling 

held within and between us (p. 4) 

 

Multimodality: how we engage with the art making to 
make meaning 

In our dialogical exchange we hoped to become active listeners and       

sensory vehicles, rather than passive observers for meaning making. We 

imagine being present to the qualities of feeling and interacting with the 

art materials to increase our experiential understandings. Our                

collaborative research followed the Miecat form of inquiry (Lett, 2011) 

that embraced multimodality or ‘multiplicity of modes’ (p. 282), opening 

the inquiry for many possibilities of expressing ourselves and                   

representing our experience. We searched for expressive gestures and 

embodied motions that appeared to carry meaningful information for 

making reflective and reflexive choices that took artistic direction. Being 

guided by a multimodal approach allowed us to select appropriate       

mediums, materials and stylistic presentations to inherently fit with our 

experience.   

Through phenomenological ways of experiencing, we attentively         

became alive to our embodied sensing and to the direct sensual qualities 

that occurred as we engaged with the materials, tools, and forms of    

representation for our experiencing. We acknowledged our embodied 

awareness and searched for fitting creative metaphors and                     

representations that illuminated understandings. With sensitivity, we 

hoped to transform our ideas, feelings, and emotions into material form. 

I imagined and painted each portrait in resonance to our co-created   

realities, while keeping in mind that the participant will be the ‘significant’ 

viewer for receiving their representations in portraiture. While these seven 

finished portraits expressed the arrival of our understandings, they were 

placed in the public domain to be reflected on by a wider audience. 

While the participant and I gained a deeper bond through our                

experiential portraits, we anticipated being received in different ways by 

the  audience due to the multilayered presentation of our identities. The    

artworks encompassed our intimate collaborative exchange, yet the   

opportunity to further our intersubjective engagement for meaning 

making with the public was also encouraged.  

Not only was I receptive to the participant telling their story, I was also 

receptive to how I echoed this artistically. Dewey (2005) informs us of the 

experiential aesthetic where “…fitness to the occasion and to the       

situation...” (p. 51) is gained by carefully and appropriately choosing      

materials and their application when responding creatively. My intention 

was to follow Dewey’s notion of the practiced artist, who, if open to the 

possibilities, is most likely to make noteworthy connections due to the 

very multifaceted ways of being with the material, the self, and             

participant in creative process.  

Resourcefulness and imagination are deemed to be necessary attributes 
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for our creative explorations. We needed to carry on with an adaptable       

position to be ready for the unexpected. It seemed that the more             

resourceful and confident we became in our artistic therapeutic ways, the 

more likely our creative responses offered alternative perspectives for 

meaning making. This imaginative resourcefulness was found in practical 

knowing, and carried through the multimodal approach to meaning     

making (Lett, 2011). 

Being elastic to what arises, we resourcefully and aesthetically               

connected with intuitive responding, incorporating sense and movement 

to plunge into and yield new forms of knowing. Similar to Lett’s example 

of multimodalities as vehicles for knowing, I present in Table 1 a review 

of some of the modality vehicles we experienced during our interviews 

and artmaking.  

As Lett reminds us, our physical relationship with materials and our     

intersubjective relationship with others yields new ways of knowing. He 

describes the “..Relationship as Host” (p. 37) — where the space between 

us illuminates understanding “...across epistemology, ontology and      

axiology” (p. 37). 

Once we obtained relevant material (of key words, significant moments 

and felt senses from our conversations, co-constructions and                    

co-creations), I clustered them into related groups for further reduction 

and manageability.  

The research setting... 

Place and space 

All interviews took place in my art studio, a resourceful creative            

environment that features a small art therapy room for sand-play and 

another large area for various art making activities. Initially our            

conversations took place in the small sand-play room (approximately 3 x 

3 metres), as we were seated in comfortable portable swivel chairs,     

positioned within close proximity to each other. This room comprised of 

toys and objects for sand-play, along with drawing materials (felt pens, 

pencils, pastels, paper) presented on a small occasional table. An          

assortment of art materials for painting, collage or clay modelling were 

within close range in the adjacent room. Good light, ventilation, space 

and general amenities were provided.  

Body as vehicle  

of multimodality  
Our body language, movement, expressive gestures and 
demeanours all carried multimodal ways of self-expression. 
Examples of how we expressed particular qualities in our 
inquiries were: gentle touching, laying of objects softly on 
the sand, pushing objects deep into sand, sighing, huffing, 
squeezing tightly, shaking, nurtured holding, avoiding the 
touch of objects that were of interest, smiling with joy, 
tears, hesitations, firm voice, staccato voice, soft voice, 
long silences, words streaming out quickly. 

Materials as  

vehicles  

of multimodality  

How we engaged with the materials tells us something 
about how we are holding. 

Examples of how we engage with tools and  materials in 
our inquiries were: how we smudged, rubbed, dug or 
brushed softly over a painted surface, how we barely 
touched the  paper with our pencils, how we created 
spaces untouched, over worked, or even cut away to leave 
a gap or hole in the paper or  canvas. The pencil, brush or 
scissors became an extension of our embodied ways. Softly 
drawn lines, quick short bursts of colour applied, gazing at 
the artwork or sand-play, playing with the yarn, positioning 
objects in  relation to one another, moving in and out of a 
space, cutting away and filling areas, filling the space,   
leaving spaces empty. 

Table 1 — Multimodality: as a way of knowing 
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To encourage the relational aspect of our portrait research, and similar 

to the positioning of a therapeutic endeavour, I arranged the seating to 

be close and personal compared to that of a formal portrait sitting, thus 

inviting a sense of intimacy during our conversations. I encouraged    

flexibility and improvisation for creative responding, and also offered             

different areas of the studio to make our art. 

People 

Recruitment was easy as many people showed interest and willingness 

to participate in my portrait research. Participants came from the        

general population (excluding high risk groups or those under the age of 

18). During recruitment, informed consent was gained and withdrawal of 

consent forms provided to each participant. Information about my      

research was also supplied to the participants. 7 participants (including 

myself) participated. Out of the 7 participants,  6 were female and 1 

male. 2 participants (1 male and 1 female) were not previously known to 

me. All other participants were known to me. 

Participants were offered the option of allowing their identity to be      

revealed or concealed. All participants for this study were willing to have 

their identity revealed. Participants were informed the portraits would 

remain in the care of the artist, to be kept as a body of artwork to be       

presented for public interest for social understanding (not for sale).      

Ultimately, our portraits will be donated to an organization or public    

gallery to further public access. 

Timeframe: conversations in active participation 

Each conversational interview took approximately one and a half, to two 

hours. Our conversations were recorded and transcribed for my            

reference purposes only.  On several occasions, I returned to particular 

moments of our recorded dialogue to go back to the meaning and felt 

sense of our interactions. 

Near the completion of each portrait, a second (and sometimes third) 

interview was arranged to further our portrait inquiries. These interviews 

were arranged for final consent (approval) by the participant (for the art-

work and writing to be included in my exhibition and my dissertation). 

Timing of the portrait painting 

The average time for creating our portraits took approximately one and 

a half years. While I had originally anticipated that the portraits would be 

painted over a three week period, an extended timeframe for each      

portrait was necessary as I required more time for indwelling and          

creating the artwork. Unforeseen, there were many unpredictable       

intervals and interruptions in the process of completing the work. In 

most cases, I discovered several layers of meaning naturally unfolded 

without due force—rather in due course. Several works were left           

untouched for up to a year before I returned to add, fix, or complete the 

final layer to each work. 

The act of staying with and moving away from the experience of each 

portrait inquiry was noted in my writings. Ultimately, the emergence of 

this form of inquiry required acceptance and allowance of the artwork to 

unfold in ways that felt right at the time of creation.  

The timeliness of our research in such unpredictable ways created       

fluctuations and lasting engagements that can be attributed to Allen’s 

(2004) notion of the temporality of time (see p. 20), Lett’s (2011) notion of 

‘Collapsed Time’ (p. 268) and Bullough’s (1994) notion of ‘temporal        

distance’ (p. 458), where we became distanced from or connected to the 

subject, object or experience due to the passage of time. Allen (2004) 
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informs us of how the temporality of time invites new possibilities for 

presentation—to re-construct creative representations. It seems the   

allowance of time and personal space I needed to return to the meaning-

fulness arising for each evolving portrait took time, in “...duration, taking 

time, having time, and time as a narrative structure for the construction 

of meanings...” (Allen, p. 20). 

Mapping the emergent portrait 

A general map of how our portraits took artistic shape is set below 

(bulleted), however this was not a set procedure by any meanings, but 

rather interchangeable.  

First conversational interview: This was an open-ended interview 

where we co-created and co-constructed meaning of our lived 

experience. Art making and creative explorations by the             

participant were encouraged. 

After the interview, I made a brief review of the qualities of our 

intersubjective experience. 

I was not sure how to start some portraits, therefore I made a 

brief review of the recorded interviews, revisited the phenomena 

to experience what was said, and how it was said. I gathered key 

words, notes from the interview, and any other inspirations to 

start imagining the portrait in its early stages.  

Preliminary sketches of my felt sensing were drawn, or, I created 

digitally photographic montages to position the participant in 

their story. For a reflective and reflexive turn, I wrote about my 

artmaking experience throughout the creation of each work. 

I selected the size and shape of the canvas to start the portrait. 

Selection of mediums and materials were made, knowing other 

materials may come into the work in the later stages. 

Generally, the first layers of each portrait were painted with 

hands (no brushes). I tried to take as many digital images as I 

could throughout the painting process, however this was more 

difficult than I originally thought due to the involving 

(immersing) nature of painting. 

Over time, further layers were added to the artwork to coincide 

with my understandings of the data and our inter-subjective   

experience. Most layers were photographically  recorded. 

Occasionally I revisited the data to align the artworks to our     

dialogues and the essential meanings for resonance.  

Several peer reviews (supervisions) were arranged for reflexive 

and reflective engagement with each portrait-in-process (to    

increase my own reflexivity and transparency in our research). 

Second Interview: Participants were invited to return and view 

the work close to its completion. Further dialogues and                 

co-constructions were made, and more changes to the artwork 

often occurred.  

I finished the final layer or additions to the portrait artwork and 

attended to any unresolved aspects. Consent for the artwork and 

the writing was sought. 

I conducted inquiries into seeing, hearing and feeling the finished 

artwork for further multisensory connections. 

 

Mapping a portrait of our interactions 

Our interactions in and around the art studio were of interest to me     

during a supervision meeting with Jan. She suggested I trace our      

movements over time during the interviews to see what shape this 

takes. See Figure 89 (page 284) for the results of our patterns of relating 

in the studio space. 
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CHAPTER 4 — Methods 
Preamble 

This inquiry depended on emergent participatory methods of research, 

inviting close proximity of the artist and sitter whilst engaging in        

spontaneous open-ended dialogues and imaginative responses through 

art-making to find meaningfulness for an intersubjective perspective. 

While I outlined a basic way of working multimodally, the unfolding     

nature of this qualitative research was not bound by preconceived    

methods. Packer (1990) warns us, “the moment you find a technique, you 

become attached to it and there is no longer any open listening. The 

mind clings to methods because if finds safety in them” (p. 17). There 

were some basic structures in my way of artistically and therapeutically 

carrying out our research (i.e., gathering data, forming meaning)        

however this structure was temporarily in place to allow for movement 

and change. 

Unpredictable in direction and content, we cycled, back-flipped or      

doubled up many times to arrive at new understandings. Thus, the art-

work often became an entity in itself, or as Lett (2011) implies an 

‘...approximation of meaning’ (p. 178) as an interim emergent platform 

for interpersonal knowing. Whilst direction and intention were present 

throughout the creative process, I was also curious about the possibilities 

of where our stories or artwork may lead us.  

I was advised, to begin with the not-so-known aspects during the          

interviews and art making—to see what evolves. Emergently  positioned, 

with great flexibility for methods and procedures, I was also liberated 

from holding a specific research question. Each portrait started in the 

spaces of uncertainty (with little intention or direction), then     continued 

to develop and inform our ontological, epistemological, methodological 

and axiological ways of being. We valued our presence in the spontane-

ous happenings, and voiced our authenticity for stronger collaborative 

knowing. As Glissant (2006) says, we work in a rhizomatic way to com-

prehend our multiplicity, which comes in the form of “...Poetics of Rela-

tion, in which each and every identity is extended through a relationship 

with each Other” (p. 71). 

This place of uncertainty fits comfortably in the spur-of-the-moment 

approach taken up by many artists and arts-therapist (Allen, 2004; Bayles 

& Orland, 2011, Dewey, 2005; Lett, 2011: McNiff, 1998b; Moustakas, 1990, 

1994;Scott-Hoy, 2003). I fleetingly visited the slippery, elusive and 

ephemeral ways of artmaking to see if I can get a glimpse of meeting 

myself in the participant’s story. I tried to ascribe to Packer’s (1990)      

notion of presence in this uncertainty, carrying a loosened methodology 

for “...questioning, wondering, inquiring, listening openly” (p. 17).  

I intended to start each portrait painting when I had a sense of alignment 

relationally to what had been felt and understood between us, especially 

in emotionally poignant moments. The portraits were impromptu       

responses to what had been offered in our exchange—to what had been 

seen, heard and felt by me. Cognitive, emotional and embodied         

resonance all attributed to the creative direction of our interviews, art 

making and the ‘tentative’ yet ‘transitive’ understandings that guided the 

portraits into view. Various mediums, techniques and materials were 

used according to the rightness of fit or aesthetic appeal for retelling.  

As each portrait neared completion, I invited the participant back to 

view the painting where we revisited our ontological, epistemological 

and axiological ways that were held in the visual representation. Our 

close connections in staying with the process, offered new insights and 
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possibilities for what was seen, heard and felt by us.  

Method of inquiry 

Resonance: the feeling of significant moments  

During the unstructured interview I intended to stay attuned to the     

participant’s expressive storytelling to actively listen for emotional,      

embodied and cognitive connections to incite creative direction. As 

Silverman (2006) suggests, I searched for a flexible rapport through       

dynamic listening. I envisaged our ‘conversational sittings’ would reveal 

spontaneous improvised methods of inquiry for an in-depth view of the 

participant’s lived experience through the phenomena explored. Whilst 

the interview was recorded (digitally), at the time of inquiry, I made brief 

notes of felt sensing, keywords and phrases that seemed significant for 

further indwelling. I hoped to search for genuine connections for         

identifying ourselves in  portraiture.  

Resonance for significant moments came from my ability to experience 

the phenomena. I was informed by Simon and Goes (2011) that “a phe-

nomenologist’s worldview is in line with the belief that all perceptions 

and constructions are ultimately grounded in a particular perspective in 

time and space” (p. 1, para. 1). They also advise “phenomenology does 

not begin with a theory, but, instead, begins with a phenomenon under 

consideration” (p. 1, para. 1). 

Perceptively tuning into the intersubjective space, I intended to listen 

intently to what was being said and how it was being said, seeking      

resonance to illuminate understandings. I became attuned to the           

participant’s relationship with their art-making and their selection of   

objects, materials and methods for creating, for deeper levels personal 

knowing. In moments of resonance, we became more thoughtful,     

seeking clarification of the nature of our emotions and how they played 

out in our stories. Even if dissonance was felt, I allowed myself to feel 

tugged or pulled into their story, to explore our differences and see what 

this meant for us relationally.  

Bracketing and the notion of Epoché 

While I tried to set aside my preconceptions when responding to my    

sitter’s  person’s experience, I was aware that I too, carry a lifetime of          

experiences and understandings that might infiltrate our space. I hoped 

to distinguish and suspend my content, to minimise bias, and consider 

all things equal until we sensed something significant in the material        

presented. This suspension is called ‘bracketing out’ in the Miecat              

terminology (Lett, 2011), expanded from philosophy proposed by       

phenomenologist Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) who describes the notion 

of Epoché as a systematic reduction of the phenomena where we should 

not look for cause but rather a sense of what presents, in an open            

unbiased way (Polkinghorne, 1989). 

Following Husserl’s teachings, authors Moustakas (1994, pp. 85-90) and 

Spinelli (2005, p. 20) both write about the Epoché or rule of epoché 

(respectively) noting how we must discern the necessary exclusion of 

personal material. Moustakas (1994) says the epoché requires “...setting 

aside prejudgements and opening the research interview with an unbi-

ased, receptive presence” (p. 180). 

Once all material was phenomenologically and mindfully considered, we 

subsequently became more intentional in our selection, direction and 

motive for action. Alongside the notion of bracketing out, the notion of 

bracketing in of disclosing thoughts, felt senses and related under-

standings came, offering something of value to empathically align us to 
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our lived experience. Both bracketing in and out was purposefully    ap-

plied to achieve meaningfulness in our portrait encounters. 

Transcribing the interviews 

My initial intention was to transcribe all recorded interviews to inform 

creative inspiration and direction, however, I decided to review our re-

corded dialogues after I had started each portrait painting, so as to  im-

part the vitality of our multimodal sensing with spontaneity and     won-

der. I had come to realise too much information or associations   over-

whelmed my sense of direction for creating our portraits, especially if I 

focused on our recorded dialogues prior to painting. Rather, through the 

phenomenological understandings of not-quite-knowing, I aimed to cre-

ate meaning through an active and expansive model of emergent ideas 

that captured or formed our identity in new ways. If necessary, the tran-

scripts became a medium for scrutinising the data if I felt I had swayed 

from our intersubjective stance to one of personal bias.  

Intersubjective responses: resonance offered by Others 

Occasionally, my peers and I gathered for supervision where we explored 

the development of our portraits-in-process for further discussion and 

emotional responding. In doing so, I trusted that I would receive           

supportive intersubjective responses (ISR’s) by my supervisor and peers 

which would be relevant for maintaining transparency. In doing so, we 

had an opportunity to share presence in being with the artworks,          

engaging in multimodal forms of searching for further meaning, and also 

to reflect on any overlapping experiences or personal projections that did 

or did not fit the occasion (Lett, 2011). 

Amplification, indwelling and reduction to essence:  finding 
meaning in all the data 

Amplification widened the search for personal knowing where we gained 

greater understanding through creative associations (Lett, 2011, 

Moustakas, 1990). Amplifying required an expanded awareness of all    

possibilities as we searched for meaning in our collaborations. This was 

achieved by exploring our multimodal explorations (during the              

interview), and in our art making for co-creating and co-constructing 

(during the interviews, art-making and portrait making). Further           

indwelling for resonant associations discovered by me after our first    

interview extended additional considerations and possibilities. I aimed to 

stay present to the aspects that were of interest to us, especially to     

particular associations and patterns of relating that stood out.  

As each portrait inquiry had many amplified and indwelled stages, it    

often became quite intense and laden in meaning and possibilities. At 

some point in each portrait inquiry, I felt the need to reduce all the     

content (data). This was done by a reduction to essence, by purposely 

condensing the data and narrowing the scope of potentially                    

inexhaustible material to find clarity of knowing.  

While significant keywords and phrases noted from our conversations 

documented the first form of reduction, this narrowing would be          

amplified yet again, to engage in more art making. Once enough             

information was gathered, I clustered these addition key words into 

themes as another reductive phase for each inquiry.  

I then created visual poetic descriptions at the end of each inquiry to 

condense findings into short and simple statements which illustrated the 

relationship between us, in our stories, our artwork and our patterns of 

our being.  

After each portrait-in-process had been amplified, indwelled and          
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reduced to essence, I then carried out yet another method for research, 

in seeing, hearing and feeling (SHF) each finished portrait. In the           

following Chapter 5 (prior to all portrait inquiries) I show how this 

method was achieved with a painting titled “Reading between the lines”. 

This method was applied at the end of each inquiry to expand                 

experiential and phenomenological data. 

The portraits: as temporary approximations to meaning 

Each portrait carried intertextual layers of meaning from our emergent 

co-created understandings. The final stage of our portraits are an          

approximation to meaning due to the transitory nature of our                

continuously developing selves, and the ever expanding notion of the 

creative therapeutic relationship. Thus, these approximations of      

meaning are temporary arrivals... and may in time change yet again due 

to the timeliness of what life has to offer. 

Reconnections: when participants return  

The artworks were visual platforms or hosts presenting our relationship 

of artist and participating sitter. Upon returning for the second interview 

(sitting), the participants viewed their portrait and chatted about the 

multidimensional nature of our identity in the work. While receiving the       

artwork, we discussed what was revealed or concealed, what was heart-

felt or perplexing. Unfortunately, the limited word count restricted the 

extent of what could be included in this research, especially in the         

continuous unfolding and exchanging nature of a co-constructed,            

de-constructed and re-constructed inquiry. Over time, we realised we 

could add further layers of meaningful moments to reflexively locate our 

sense of identity. Thus, future layers may be added at a later date. 

In all the changes that were made, the participants were invited to view 

their portrait again (personally or via emailed). The participants had an 

opportunity to withdraw their consent. Incidentally, no withdrawals had 

been requested at the time of finalising this writing.  

Arriving at an approximation for meaning, participants were invited to 

supply a written response (Appendices A) for describing their experience 

for our portrait research. These responses have been poetically included 

in each portrait inquiry and effectively utilised in the final analysis 

(Chapter 13). 

Multimodally seeing, hearing & feeling the artwork  

Once the portraits were complete I carried out a set of procedures for 

phenomenologically and experientially seeing, hearing and feeling (SHF) 

the artwork. SHF the finished portraits required a slightly different       

approach to that of SHF the participants during the interview. In Chapter 

5, I made a detailed account of SHF a painting titled “Reading between 

the lines” which invited active imagination and substantial data to       

integrate (co-relate) the verbal and visual descriptive findings. As a   

product, the finished artwork informs the interactivity of our multimodal 

relational encounter.  

Exhibition exegesis: an interplay of process and product  

During my research, I submitted several proposals for exhibition to     

public galleries and institutes. This proposal briefly outlined my research 

topic and the relational nature of our portraits in process, simultaneously 

showing process and product. I pointed out how the various under-layers 

(visually recorded images in process) were necessary for showing        

connections, shared understandings, and transparency of artistic      

process alongside each portrait (to view the exhibition see DVD attached 

on the back cover). 
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In my proposal to exhibit, I included examples of these portraits-in-

process alongside a brief overview of my methods for this creative       

research.  Running wall space was estimated along with suggestions for 

curatorial presentation (showing process & product). For added incentive 

to secure a date for exhibition, I included complimentary public work-

shops and floor talks (general public discussions) about my artistic     

process to enhance social relations. Incidentally, my artwork was           

accepted for exhibit for a six week showing by the Caloundra Regional 

Gallery, held between October and November, 2012. 

Consolidation of data: a multidimensional analysis 

To bring together all the experiential and phenomenological data, I    

provided a multidimensional analysis of substantial findings for each   

portrait inquiry. For an expanded view of what our creative                       

collaborations offered, descriptive data, I-Poems, and various ways of 

creatively responding to the visual material was selected and presented 

in a multidimensional evaluation (Chapter 13).  Rather than rely on one 

way of  responding to the participant, this table included several verbal 

and visual modes that identified our patterns of being through a           

relational aesthetic.  

The arrival of new knowings 

From the multidimensional analysis of intertextual meaning of the       

written and visual data (Table 25), I explored the relational turn for       

portrait research. My findings covered interrelated material that came 

from our dialogue, artwork and the layers seen in our portraits-in-

process. I hoped to illuminate our portrait engagements as active         

intersubjective ones — creatively, therapeutically and relationally.  

 

CHAPTER 5 — Multisensory experience 

Engaging in a multisensory experience with an artwork 

The intersubjective space, also known as the tacit dimension or “tacit 

knowing” (Polanyi, 2009, p. 14) has become an important modality for 

our portrait inquiry as it redefines the way we may see, hear and feel 

(SHF) ourselves in the relational space. Polanyi states, this tacit space 

presents opportunities to activate, penetrate, stir and evoke deeper 

ways of knowing. It offers a fusion of mutual and imaginative under-

standings as we navigate our thoughts, feelings and embodied            

resonance, relatively. I also became aware of the tacit space between 

myself and the completed artwork, and this responsiveness called for       

another way of engaging with the data. 

During the final stages of our research, I became curious of the           

metaphors presented in our work. Descriptions such as ‘below the         

surface’; ‘undercurrent’; ‘more than meets the eye’; ‘something felt               

between us’ and ‘between the lines’ metaphorically described this elusive 

tacit space found between us (of self, other and /or object).  

I recalled an elusive abstract painting I created in 2007, titled “Reading 

between the lines” that fits with these descriptions. With curiosity I      

retrieve this artwork from storage, hoping to find reconnections in the 

tacit space of not-quite-knowing. As time has obscured the original 

meaning for this artwork, I realised I had an opportunity to revisit and 

rediscover what the artwork currently holds in terms of the qualities of 

form through phenomenological and experiential description. 

The experience of seeing, hearing and  feeling the artwork 

In our emergent relational inquiry for affirming identity in portraiture we 

searched for new ways of intersubjectively connecting to our stories, yet 
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we also needed to consider new ways of connecting with the finished       

artwork.  

The following account was an improvised attempt to find resonance and 

meaning with the finished product. This provisional inquiry of SHF an 

artwork set the foundations for gathering the descriptive data for all the 

portraits in our research, to illuminate new aesthetic ways of attending 

to, or receiving and perceiving each finished portrait. 

Whilst a 2D image on paper is less telling than physically experiencing 

the painting, I would like the reader to follow me on a visual, tactile and 

auditory journey to become acquainted sensitively with the work on   

multiple levels. I now present the image of this artwork, and then present 

a table of descriptive qualities charactering the artwork. 
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“What are the seen, heard and felt aspects of this painting?” 

From the image in Figure 1, a descriptive (intersubjective, experiential 

and phenomenological) account is made in Table 2. Selected key 

words noted in bold are later arranged in clustered groupings or 

themes, to be reduced into simple depictions for essence of meaning. 

Detailed images of this artwork can be seen on the previous page      

(p. 38). 

 

  Figure 1 — ‘Reading between the lines’          

                         (Compound medium & acrylic on canvas/120x90cms/2007) 
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Table 2 — Seeing, hearing and feeling the finished artwork 

Seeing the image (describing what can be seen in the image) 

This textured painting appears like some kind of artistic brail           

recording an unknown language. Markings to decipher. There 

seems to be two stories running at once, together, co-existing. 

There is not much distance or difference between the tones. My 

eyes bounce between the two, where one story overlaps the 

other. While my eyes are drawn to the textures that cast irregular      

shadows – I want the diffused image from behind to be revealed. I 

wonder what’s    going on in the distance but it seems too elusive to 

bring forward. This undefined space is alluring all the same. It looks 

as if it is moving and shifting constantly without too much       

contrast. Travelling back and forth between the two. The textured 

areas  appear closer than the smooth areas. Shadows cast from 

raised areas are most noticeable. There seems to be another story         

happening in the background. It’s less structured or concrete    

compared to the foreground where lines are repetitive and fixed in 

form and direction. A glimpse of the under layers can be seen 

through the high textured patches. The faded background recedes 

into the distance. It is difficult to get a sense of what is there      

visually. The  uniform pattern of lines regulates my thinking and 

takes my attention away as if creating a barrier. It seems easier to 

follow the regular patterns than seek the elusive imagery hidden 

in the background. From a distance it looks like venetian blinds, yet 

up close the nuance and textures are more evident. Opaqueness 

and transparency co-exist. Two versions of the one story are    

encountered.  

 

Hearing the image  (imaginatively listening for a story) 

Between high and low notes, there is a noisy textured story and 

the quite understated story. The noisy accents are emphasised 

with high textured white lines that travel across the surface of the 

painting  (edge to edge)  making  statements  and  declaring  what’s  

known. Rat-a-tat-tat. They are rough and pronounced and raising 

higher in tone, pitch and rhythm like a chained melody. The back-

ground resounds an unchained melody. In the smooth, quiet parts of 

the story the words are barely there, whispering in the distance with 

faint sounds that something is happening behind the scenes. These 

quiet undertones of the story lie in-between the known aspects and are 

less telling of detail, and more telling of  a sense of things. There is a 

hint of colour seeking attention; however this is overstated by the 

opaque white lines.  There could be more said in the space scraped 

away. It seems fleeting and inaccessible. There are two ways to tell or 

hear a story - I want to experience both. The missing texture within the 

lines leave gaps unsaid – as if holding ones tongue, which echo the 

unarticulated background story. I wonder if the two are speaking of the 

same experience in different melodies.  

 

Feeling the image (touching the surface of the painting) 

This painting carries a story that is inviting to touch. On the move, a 

repeated yet uneven pattern offers a hint of what is known, between 

the known and unknown. Sliding my fingers across the painting, I feel 

the elevated rigid shags and follow them. When one line diminishes,   

I feel around for another and follow it until I reach the edge where it 

ceases to be. There are parts to the textured areas that feel very  strong 

and noticeable, like they are raised higher for more attention. There is 

a jaggedness that sometimes feels abrupt - not smooth. It feels very 

rocky and sharp in places. I notice I am following the raised lines  

because they stand out more. In comparison, I feel less distracted by 

the smooth mercurial areas (parts scraped away). These delicate   

sensitive parts feel consistent, regular and uniform. It seems quicker 

to travel through this smooth area compared to the textured parts that 

stop and start in a restless way. There is less commotion and        

interference.  
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Key words clustered  

Key words (in bold) are gathered from the previous table and clustered 

into groups below (see Table 3). Three themes are identified from this 

descriptive inquiry: ‘not-quite-known’, ‘known’ and ‘between us’. 

Table 3 — Clustered groups of descriptive key words found in ‘Reading between the lines’ 

Not-quite-known  Known  Between us  

background  

barely there, whispering 

recording an unknown language 

to decipher 
without too much contrast 

in the distance  

too elusive to bring forward 

undefined, diffused 
from behind, alluring , smooth 

less structured or concrete  

faded, recedes  

a glimpse of the under layers  
it is difficult to get a sense of what is there  

elusive imagery hidden in the background 

from a distance  

quiet understated story  
the background offers an unchained melody 

faint, could be more said  

missing, hint  

something is happening behind the scenes 
undertones  

less telling of detail 

offers a hint of what is known 

inaccessible, fleeting, leave gaps unsaid  
holding ones tongue  

echo the unarticulated  

diminishes 

less distracted by the smooth mercurial areas 
delicate sensitive  

quicker to travel through this smooth area  

less commotion 

drawn to the textures that cast irregular shadows  

revealed 

raised areas are most noticeable 

textured areas appear closer than the smooth  
areas 

foreground  

repetitive and fixed in form and direction 

uniform pattern of lines regulates my thinking 
takes my attention away  

creating a barrier 

easier to follow the regular patterns  

up close the nuance and textures are more evident 
noisy textured story  

noisy accents are emphasised  

declaring what’s known 

rat-a-tat-tat 
rough and pronounced  

raising higher in tone, pitch and rhythm  

chained melody 

seeking attention 
overstated, on the move 

elevated rigid shags  

strong, noticeable 

raised higher for more attention 
rocky and sharp, notice 

a jaggedness that sometimes feels abrupt - not  

smooth 

following the raised lines because they stand out 
more consistent, regular, repeated 

uniform 

interference  

two stories running at once – co-existing 

not much distance or difference between  

bounce between the two 

one story overlaps the other 
moving and shifting constantly  

travelling back and forth between the two  

seek  

together 
opaqueness and transparency co-exist. 

two versions of the one story are encountered 

between high and low notes 

travel across the surface/distance  
lie in-between  

more telling of a sense of things 

two ways to tell or hear  

experience both 
speaking of the same experience in different  

melodies 

between the known and unknown 

carries a story that is inviting  
I feel around for another and follow it until I reach  

the edge where it ceases to be 

stop and start in a restless way 
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These poetic depictions (in Table 3), offer a final statement of arriving at new ways of      

knowing myself through the artwork.   

Poetic visual depictions  

As a discourse for meaning (between the visual and the verbal), these three main themes 

were presented as a way of re-experiencing “Reading between the lines”.  Prior to under-

taking this descriptive experiential and phenomenological account, I held little connection to 

the artwork. It was a work of art I spontaneously and experimentally created without           

contextual aims. Now I have a new awareness and understanding of this abstract work which 

brings new possibilities for our portrait research—such as new ways of collecting the data, 

and also to introduce this multisensory method of exploration with the public.  

From this exploratory exercise, I have now become more aware of how the artwork can        

provide multiple meanings. I finalised these new knowings by consolidating the image with 

the depictions shown on the following pages (Figures 2, 3 & 4).  

Table 3 — Continued... Poetic depictions from key words  

Not-quite-known  Known  Between us  

From a distance behind the scenes...      

I hear a faint whispering of a quiet  understated 

story playing an unchained melody. 

A fleeting glimpse of the under layers of this 

mercurial delicate space seems too elusive   to 

bring forward.  

Echoes of the unarticulated are less telling  of 

detail and structure. Alluring, the tongue leaves 

gaps unsaid.                   

Elevated higher in tone and pitch, a noisy 

textured story in the foreground declares 

what is known...evidently! 

Rat-a-tat-tat! 

It seeks attention with noticeable and        

uniformed patterns to regulate my  thinking.  

To emphasise direction, a fixed barrier 

pitches a chained melody that is easy to    

recognise and repeat.  

Moving and shifting between the two we      

co-exist in this inviting space where two     

versions of the one story are encountered. 

Experiencing both, there are two ways to    

tell or hear a story.  

Together, and more telling of a sense of 

things, we seem to be speaking of the same 

experience in different melodies, back and 

forth, between the high and low notes, 

opaqueness and transparency in the known 

and not quite known ways of being. 
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Figure 2 —  ‘Not quite known’                                             (digital image on paper)  Figure 3 — ‘Known’                                           (digital image on paper) 
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promoted and supported meaningfulness of personal experience and 

meaningfulness of our worldviews. As a reminder, this was a                      

companioned multimodal inquiry in search of identity through art-

making and collaborative understandings. I did not assume a knowing 

stance — rather I gradually presented glimpses of our intersubjective  

exchange for new ways of being identified. In this way, I hoped to render 

a felt sense of belonging of my sitters in their portrait, imaginatively     

situating them in and around their lived experience, as represented on 

the canvas. 

While I still didn’t know where I was going in this emergent process, I felt 

this application or method of research had great potential to add to the 

overall collection of data for each portrait inquiry. It seems the                 

relationship between the artwork, images and text offered new ways of 

discovering and consolidating a deeper search for meaning.  

The following chapters from 6 to 12, revealed each portrait-in-process 

with the method of SHF the artwork, included at the end of each inquiry. 

As a brief introduction to our portrait inquiries, each portrait develops 

through a highly interactive therapeutic space of relational knowing that 

Figure 4 — ‘Between us’                                                                         (digital image on paper) 
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